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Separate petitions and briefs were filed in the cases

above listed, all of which involve applications by packers

for an injunction pending appeal from an order of the

District Court of Southern California vacating a tem-

porary injunction heretofore issued. I'he attorneys for

the various petitioners have just been served with copies

of a brief which is being hied on behalf of defendant and,

with a view to clarifying the issues as far as possible in

the short time available prior to the hearing, petitioners

beg leave to file this joint brief in the above cases as the

reply of each petitioner to the said brief of defendant.

While several statements appear in defendant's brief

which seem to us to be misleading, we desire to call the

attention of the court at this time to a statement Vvhich

appears throughout defendant's brief and which is at

entire variance with the facts. Defendant's counsel states

repeatedly that the District Court denied the application

for injunction pending appeal. It is argued that the de-

termination so arrived at by the District Court should not

be overturned by this court. The trial court's order,

which is set out in the petitions, expressly provided:

''That, in view of the action had and taken by the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit in the matter of petitions submitted to it for

injunction pending appeal in matters involving pro-

cessing taxes under the Act of Congress popularly

known as Agricultural Adjustment Act, it is the ex-

pression of this court that any relief in the form of

supersedeas, whereby the temporary injunction here-
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tofore granted and dissolved by the order appealed

from, be restored to full force and effect during the

pendency of the appeal, should be pursued by the

plaintiff in the form of an application for an in-

junction pending appeal to be presented to said United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

cuit if the plaintiff wishes to secure such relief."

No other order, ruling or decision was made or an-

nounced by the trial court in connection zvith an injunc-

tion in the proceedings pending appeal. It also appears

conclusively from the record that the trial court not only

did not deny petitioners' application but deliberately failed

to pass upon the same and in lieu thereof expressly di-

rected petitioners to pursue such application in this court.

Petitioners are now endeavoring to comply with said di-

rection.

In tiie following portions of this brief by the term

"petitioner," we shall refer to all the applicants above

named.

We shall point out in this brief that

I. The showing made by petitioner of circumstances

justifying equitable relief and of the facts relating to the

application of the processing tax in question has not been

controverted in any manner by affidavit, pleading or other-

wise by defendant and stands amended; (p.^'t!C-^^>'^>*-^^>^^^^'^'^

II. The order of the trial court vacating the tempor-

ary injunction and also his order in which he directed that

petitioner pursue the present application before this court
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was made solely upon the ground that the decision of this

court in the Fisher Flouring Mills Case constituted a

mandate from this court which prevented the trial court

from exercising- independent judgment or discretion in

connection with such applications.

III. Prior rulings of the trial court, by which it was

determined that the complaint stated a cause of action for

reHef in equity and that equity had jurisdiction, remain in

full force and effect.

IV. An injunction pending appeal should be granted

in this case in order to preserve the status, and especially

in view of the fact that the legislation involved is sub-

ject to more than one construction is of doubtful validity

and expressly provides that the remedy to which it remits

the processor is contingent upon the final determination of

the invalidity of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

V. The prohibition of Section 3224 of the Revised

Statutes and also the prohibition contained in the Agri-

cultural Adjustment Act as amended against the prose-

cution of injunction suits to enjoin the collection of taxes

does not apply to the situation presented by the present

case where the showing of the inadequacy of the remedy

at law and irreparable injury brings the case within a

recognized head of equity jurisdiction under the rule of

Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U. S. 498.

VI. Petitioner has no adequate remedy at law by way

of suit for refund of taxes paid.
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VII. The fact that under the amendments there is

no accurate method for computing petitioner's damage, and

that the amount cannot be adequately proved, in itself re-

quires equitable relief against the exaction of illegal levies.

VIII. The practical operation of the amended Act will

result in a multiplicity of suits or at any rate a multiplicity

of causes which will constitute that needless, vexatious and

interminable litigation from which it is in the power of

equity to grant relief.

IX. Plaintiff is properly in a court of equity. It has

done equity throughout and has in every manner safe-

guarded the rights of the defendant. Defendant can suffer

no harm by reason of the granting of the relief prayed for

pending appeal.

X. Defendant's contention that plaintiff has been guilty

of laches is entirely without basis in the record. No facts

are present showing what defendant has done to conserve

funds collected or to be collected in view of the apparent

illegality of the Act.

XL Answer to miscellaneous contentions of the de-

fendant.
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I.

The Showing Made by the Petitioner of Circumstances

Justifying Equitable Relief and of the Facts Re-

lating to the Application of the Processing Tax
in Question Has Not Been Controverted in Any
Way by AfBdavit, Pleading, or Otherwise by De-

fendant and Stands Admitted.

The trial court on two occasions in which the question

of the constitutionality of the Agricultural Adjustment

Act was presented to it, held adversely to the defendant.

The trial court, at the time of the granting of the tempor-

ary injunctions and in denying the motions to dismiss,

adopted the minute order of Judge James in the Luer

Packing Company case, in which he stated that "there

is grave doubt as to the constitutionality of the Act."

The senior judge further stated, "The court also con-

cludes that the facts alleged show unusual and exceptional

conditions warranting the issuance of an injunction, ex-

clusive of any consideration of the fact that Congressional

action is threatened which may deprive plaintiff of any

right of action at law, as to which allegation of fact it is

believed the court can give small weight because of its

speculative and conjectural character."
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11.

The Order of the Trial Court Vacating the Temporary
Injunction and Also That Court's Order in Which
It Directed That Petitioner Pursue the Present

Application Before This Court Was Made Solely

Upon the Ground That the Decision of This Court
in the Fisher Flouring Mills Case Constituted a

Mandate From This Court Which Prevented the

Trial Court From Exercising Independent Judg-
ment or Discretion in Connection With Such Ap-
plications.

The order vacating the temporary injunction, being the

order of August 30, 1935, upon its face clearly and

definitely shows and demonstrates that the temporary in-

junction was vacated for no other reason except the con-

cept of the lower court that the decision of August 15,

1935 was a mandate to it to vacate injunctions in pro-

cessing tax cases.

It is equally clear from the order allowing the appeal

that the lower court, feeling itself bound by the mandate

expressed in the order of August ,15, 1935, expressly felt

that all further rphV-F ^ m vip\Ai-nf fhn o^.-prnif^^nrt^?, i the

Circuit Court of Appeals, for the lower court apparently

felt that to grant relief pending appeal would be tanta-

mount to an avoidance of the mandate it felt was contained

in the decision of August 15, 1935, denying an appHca-

tion for injunction pending appeal.

The difference between the facts presented in the present

applications and the showing made by the applicant in the

Fisher Flouring Mills Company case, also the important

differences between the refund law as it stood on that date

and as it has stood subsequent to August 24, 1935, have
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been pointed out in the briefs heretofore filed. In view of

these differences, both in the showing contained in the

apphcation and in the law governing the remedy of the

claimant, the oft repeated assertion of defendant's coun-

sel that the Fisher Flouring Mills case precludes the court

from an independent consideration of the merits of the

pending applications, is entirely unwarranted.

As impliedly held by this court in the Fisher Flouring

Mills Company case, and directly held in previous de-

cisions of this court, such as Skagit County v. Northern

Pac. Ry. Co., 61 Fed. Rep. (2d) 638, and consistent

with the rule as announced in Miller v. Standard Nut Mar-

garine Co., the showing of the inadequacy of the remedy

presents a recognized head of equity jurisdiction and the

collection of the taxes will be enjoined.

It is not true, as stated several times in the brief of

defendant, that the District Court in connection with the

application for rehearing filed by plaintiffs, made any other

or different order than as above referred to which had

to do solely with the mandatory nature of the holding in

the Fisher Flouring Mills case. Therefore, the District

Court did not have before it, as asserted by counsel, all

matters now before this court. Leave was granted to file

supplemental complaints at the date of the application for

rehearing and after the application for rehearing had been

denied, the petitioners filed supplemental complaints. The

supplemental complaints themselves, however, were not

considered, nor did the court render any decision except

to deny a rehearing of its ruling on the motion to vacate,

its denial being based solely upon the mandate directed

to it by this court in its decision in the Fisher Flouring

Mills case.
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III.

Prior Rulings of the Trial Court, by Which it Was
Determined That the Complaint Stated a Cause

of Action for Relief in Equity and That Equity

Had Jurisdiction, Remain in Full Force and

Effect.

The order of August 30, 1935 appealed from dealt

solely with the question of the mandate contained in the

opinion denying injunctive relief pending appeal in the

Fisher Flouring Mills case. No appeal has been taken

by the Government from the orders previously made deny-

ing the motion to dismiss and holding that the plaintiffs

were properly in a court of equity and entitled to equitable

remedies. We have reference now to the particular order

appertaining to each cause, practically all of which by

reference also adopted the opinion of the Senior District

Judge as a part thereof. Furthermore, subsequent to

August 30, 1935 defendants herein have appHed for and

received an order extending their time to plead to the

complaints on file.
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IV,

An Injunction Pending Appeal Should be Granted in

This Case in Order to Preserve the Status, and

Especially in View of the Fact That the Legisla-

tion Involved Is Subject to More Than One Con-

struction, Is of Doubtful Validity and Expressly

Provides That the Remedy to Which it Remits

the Processor Is Contingent Upon the Final De-

termination of the Invalidity of Agricultural Ad-

justment Act.

There is little that can be added to the statement con-

tained in the dissenting opinion of Judge Denman dated

August 15, 1930 which can more clearly demonstrate the

necessity of and propriety of injunctive relief in these

causes, except to point out that since that decision the

Act in question has been amended by the adoption of a

number of provisions affecting the remedy of petitioner,

which provisions are not only of doubtful meaning but

even of doubtful validity and which expressly provide that

the exercise of the remedy of the petitioner under the

amendments is contingent upon the final determination of

the invalidity of the Act.
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V.

The Prohibition of Section 3224 of the Revised

Statutes and Also the Prohibition Contained in the

Agricultural Adjustment Act as Amended Against

the Prosecution of Injunction Suits to Enjoin the

Collection of Taxes Does Not Apply to the Situa-

tion Presented by the Present Case Where the

Showing of the Inadequacy of the Remedy at

Law and Irreparable Injury Brings the Case

Within a Recognized Head of Equity Jurisdiction

Under the Rule of Miller v. Standard Nut

Margarine Co., 284 U. S. 498.

It is well established that plaintiff's right to injunctive

relief is not barred by the provisions of section 3224 of

the Revised Statutes if a showing is made of the inade-

quacy of the legal remedy or of other circumstances bring-

ing the case within a recognized head of equity jurisdic-

tion.

Miller V. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U. S.

498;

Skagit County v. Northern Pac. Ry. Co., 61 F.

(2d) 638.

By parity of reasoning the provisions of section 21 (a)

of the amendments to the Act are not to be considered

as an absolute bar to injunction suits. As stated in Miller

V. Standard Nut Margarine Co., supra, it would require

special and particular provision to acquire a construction

which would prohibit resort to the relief which equity
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affords in cases of inadequacy of legal remedy or other

exceptional circumstances. The provisions of section

21 (a), by reason of the fact that they are worded in

almost the same language as that to be found in section

3.224 of the Revised Statutes, are under the accepted rule

of construction to be considered as a re-enactment merely

of the statute.

Heald v. District of, Columbia, 254 U. S. 20.

If, on the other hand, section 21 (a) is to be con-

strued as an absolute bar to injunction suits, it is uncon-

stitutional if, under the circumstances set forth in the ap-

plication, petitioner is powerless to enjoin the collection of

the tax, it is deprived of all substantial remedy and, fur-

thermore, it is denied equal protection of the laws and its

property is confiscated in violation of the Fifth Amend-

ment.

Graham & Foster v. Goodccll, 282 U. S. 409;

B rinkerhoff-Paris Trust & Savings Co. v. Hill,

281 U. S. 673.

Undoubtedly, however, the section should be given the

construction which will render it constitutional, that is, if

it is possible to give the section the same construction as

that of section 3224 of the Revised Statutes.

Furthermore, section 21 (a) of the amendments pro-

hibiting injunction suits does not purport to apply to taxes

imposed prior to the date of the amendment.
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VI.

Petitioner Has No Adequate Remedy at Law by Way
of Suit for Refund of Taxes Paid.

The amendments to the Act, as introduced in the House,

purported to take away aUogether the right to sue for

refunds. These provisions were changed by the Senate,

and again changed by the conferees of both bodies. It is

petitioner's contention that the effect of the particular

amendment, as actually passed, is to deny to the taxpayer

the right to recover taxes illegally imposed just as com-

pletely as if the amendment had been adopted in its

original form,—that is, as an absolute prohibition against

recovery.

Defendant asserts, at page 31 of his brief, that the

remedy at law under the amendments is "none the less

complete." The provisions of the Act, as amended, are

not novel.

The Gebelein case held that amendments of this sort, if

passed, would be sufficient to warrant a Court of Equity

in issuing an injunction against the collection of the tax,

the court saying, that the effect of these amendments "will

be to withdraw altogether the right of the payers of this

tax to sue for the recovery thereof or to impose siib-

stantially restrictive provisions on the right of the tax-

payer to recover in such case despite the possible finding

that taxes were illegally required to have been paid," and

referred to the amendments as "a distinct departure from

the long established policy of the Government with regard

to recovery of taxes illegally exacted."

This departure from what has heretofore been re-

garded as an adequate remedy at law for illegally col-

lected taxes ii startling in several particulars.
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In the case of taxes other than the processing taxes,

persons paying the tax demands against them are en-

titled

(a) To bring suit against the Collector who re-

ceived the tax {United States v. Bird, Emery,

Thayer Realty Company, 237 U. S. 28), or his

personal representative in the event of his

death {Patton v. Brady, 184 U. S. 608).

(b) To bring suit against the United States in the

District Courts of the United States, with cer-

tain limitations as to the amount in controversy

(Sec. 41, para. 20, Title 28, U. S. C. A.), or

(c) To bring suit against the United States in the

United States Court of Claims (Sec. 250, Title

28, U. S. C A.).

Although in every instance it is required that a claim

for refund shall be first filed with the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue, and a waiting period of six months there-

after is required, to allow time for administrative consider-

ation of the claim, the claimant is entitled to, and in fact

must, prove his entire claim de novo, having only the bur-

den of proving that the Commissioner's tax assessment was

erroneous, and that the tax was not in fact due {United

States V. Anderson, 269 U. S. 422; Reinecke v. Spalding,

280 U. S. 227).

The marked dissimilarities of procedure between the

remedy provided by the amendments and the provisions

governing suits for refund of income, estate and gift

taxes illustrate clearly the entire inadequacy of the remedy

to which the processer is remitted. In the cases of income,

estate and inheritance taxes, the Board of Tax Appeals

function before payment of the tax is required and tax-
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payers are not bound to contest the tax before the Board

of Tax Appeals, but may elect to pay the tax and pursue

their remedies by suits for refunds in the courts; the

Board of Tax Appeals is a separate and independent

Federal agency outside the Treasury Department—the tax

determining agency; and the Board sits in review of the

determinations of law made by the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue and hears and decides the case upon evi-

dence de novo, as in suits in the District Courts (See

International Banding Machine Co. v. Commissioner, ?>7

F. (2d) 660). The Board, in making the record re-

viewable by the courts, functions as does a District Court.

It receives the case upon pleadings made pursuant to

Rules of Practice, and receives evidence in accordance

with the rules applicable to suits in equity in the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia. (See Phillips v.

Commissioner, 283 U. S. 589, 595, 596.) The Board

issues subpoenas, both to private parties and to the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue, supervises the taking of

depositions, and in all respects functions as independently

of the taxing authorities as do the courts. It is required

to make findings of fact and conclusions of law in de-

ciding cases before it, and its opinions are officially re-

ported. (Chapter 22, Sections 1211-1230, Title 26, U. S.

C. A.)

In contrast, processing-tax payers must make their

proofs at such informal hearings as the Commissioner

shall see fit to prescribe, and before such of the em-

ployees of the Bureau of Internal Revenue as he may

designate. Presumably (as indicated in paragraph (e)

of section 21), employees of the Commissioner will make

so-called field examinations of the accounts and records

of the processing-tax payers, and these ex parte reports
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will be part of the record before the court, something

never permitted in cases of other taxpayers. The Com-

missioner, in apparently unlimited administrative discre-

tion, may receive ex part affidavits and deny all rights of

cross-examination of witnesses, or of his employees. It

is difficult to conceive of a more incomplete, inadequate,

or confused procedure then that authorized by section 21

of the amendatory legislation. Under these circumstances

the meager powers vested in the courts by the amendments

fall far short of providing the judicial determination

guaranteed by the Constitution.

12 Corpus Juris, 1241

;

Pacific Live Stock Company v. Lezvis, 241 U. S.

440;

Porter v. Investors Syndicate, 286 U. S. 461

;

Phillips V. Commissioner, 283 U. S. 589;

Crowell V. Benson, 285 U. S. 22;

Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v. Osborne, 265 U. S. 14.

The constitutional right to jury trial, which exists in

tax refund cases (Garnhart v. United States, 16 Wall.

162), is denied. A dependent governmental official is con-

stituted both judge and jury and the record of the cause

is made by him.

Entirely aside from constitutional objections and the

question of the lack of due process, it is obvious that the

remedy to which the processer is confined by the amend-

ments is not sufficiently complete, adequate or available

to meet the situation which faces the processor.

It may be suggested that the court should assume that

the Commissioner will make provisions for proper judicial

determination of the questions of fact and law, but it is
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submitted that rather than subject petitioner to the risk

of irreparable injury through failure of an adequate

remedy at law, it is necessary to maintain the injuction

until the doubts and difficulties created by the Act have

been cleared up and appropriate administrative procedure

established.

In any event, the portion of section 21 as amended

which bars petitioner from recovering processing taxes

which it cannot prove have been passed on to others is

without justification.

The Collector may not, in a court of equity, resist a

suit brought to enjoin him from illegal seizure of peti-

tioner's property, upon the ground that petitioner has

exacted or will be able to exact, an equal amount from

the petitioner's vendee or some other person. (Deft's.

brief, p. 40.)

That grounds exist which would justify the courts in

denying refunds of constitutionally imposed taxes to others

than the purchaser who has in fact borne the tax burden,

the taxes being upon the sale, and the truth in this re-

spect can be easily established, as in the case of United

States V. Jefferson Electric Mfg. Co., 291 U. S. 386,

is no reason for permitting the Collector to proceed with

confiscation of petitioner's property if the processing taxes

are in fact unconstitutional and void. It is only where

the courts have been open to the taxpayer for plain and

adequate redress that preHminary relief by courts of

equity from unconstitutional exactions has been refused.

{Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine, etc. Co., 284 U. S.

498, 59 F. (2d) 79.) If the limitations of remedy pro-

vided by the amendments are upheld, then there is no

limitation whatsoever to the power of Congress to impose

illegal and unconstitutional exactions so long as the per-
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son on whom the tax is imposed is capable of shifting

the burden to another. Congress is without power to

withdraw its consent to be sued where the direct effect

is to confiscate property in violation of the Fifth Amend-

ment, nor can Congress by failure to provide remedies

amounting to due process reach the same result. Even

though the remedy to which petitioner is restricted by

the Act as amended should be held due process, the court

must still determine whether the remedy is so inadequate,

doubtful or cumbersome as to warrant the granting of the

relief of equity.

The requirement that the processor prove that he has

not directly or indirectly included the amount of the tax

in the price is uncertain for the reason that there is no

way to determine the application of the provision to a

sale where the tax is not added to the sales price as a

distinct item. The further burden of proof required of the

processor, to show that no part of the tax was ^'passed on"

to the vendee, is even more puzzling and might be re-

garded as applying to any transaction where the amount

of the tax was regarded as a part of the cost of manu-

facture. Any finding made by the Commissioner on such

issue is bound to be entirely conjectual. The question

of the proper margin of profit for the processor is unde-

termined nor is there any criterion for the allocation of

profits or losses to the items of tax and manufacturing

cost. Any conjecture or opinion which may be reached

by the Commissioner would be affected by innumerable

economic factors and matters incapable of legal proof,

either affirmatively or negatively, and any conclusion must

necessarily be based upon entirely arbitrary formulas or

rules. The District Court, upon review of the Commis-

sioner's findings, is not presented with an intelligible
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basis for the review. Equally impossible of proof is the

requirement that the processor show that the tax has not

been passed back to the farmer. The requirement that the

processor present proof upon matters which are not sus-

ceptible of proof or even conjecture and innumerable

factors concerning which only the vaguest sort of opinion

can be reached, makes it impossible for the taxpayer to

obtain redress. A processing tax cannot be earmarked

against any particular sale. The fact that all or part of a

tax has been or may possibly be passed on creates no

equity in the Government. The relations between the

processor and his customers may be affected, depending

upon the terms of the contract between them, but this

furnishes no defense to the Government in an action to

restrain the collection of the tax in the first instance. If

the injunction is denied on the ground that the refund

provision is adequate, then any type of illegal exaction

may be enforced against a manufacturer or vendor upon

the plea that it has, in fact, been passed on to the pubHc.

Finally, the provision by which the claimant is required

to prove that he has not passed on ''any part of such

amount" apparently precludes recovery of any taxes paid,

whether the claim is based on the amount not passed on or

on the entire amount. This provision alone is so inade-

quate on its face and so uncertain in its application as to

render the refund remedy inadequate.

Superficially examined, the case of United States v.

Jefferson Electric Mfg. Co., supra, may appear to sup-

port appellee. The decision, however, has no bearing

whatsoever on the question of whether the remedy pro-

vided by the present act constitutes an adequate remedy

at law. The court pointed out that section 424 of the
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Revenue Act, which was there in question, made no

changes in the existing system of refunds. The court said

at page 397:

''It does not purport to commit the decision of

claims for refund exclusively to the Commissioner or

to give finality to his denials, or to take from ag-

grieved claimants the right to sue on their claims

after denial or inaction by him, or to withdraw from

the courts power to entertain such suits." (Quoted

in appellee's brief, p. 33.)

The Commissioner under that section was not the fact-

finding body and did not create the record in the case, and

the taxpayer was permitted to sue de novo in the District

Court or the Court of Claims upon his claim. Again the

Act applied only to refunds on sales taxes. Indian Motor-

cycle Co. V. United States, 283 U. S. 570. The tax being

a tax on the sale, the purchaser was the real party in

interest unless the manufacturer could prove he had

borne the burden of tax, which is one of the items making

up the cost of operation. On the other hand, the pro-

cessing tax is not upon the sale but upon the first act of

manufacturing. Cornell v. Coyne, 192 U. S. 418. The

purchaser is not the real party in interest because the

tax does not operate upon the sale to the purchaser.

It is pointed out in appellant Armour & Co.'s brief,

pages 21 to 23, that the statute here involved by its terms

places a more severe requirement of proof on the claim-

ant, in that the claimant must show that he has not in-

cluded the tax in the sale price of any article processed
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from a commodity, and that he has not passed on any

part of the amount to the vendee, or any other person, in

any manner; also, that the price paid by the claimant was

not reduced by any part of such amount. The amend-

ments to the Act now under consideration also fail to pro-

vide the alternative remedy given to the taxpayer which

was discussed in the Jefferson case, of putting up a bond

to reimburse the purchasers, in lieu of proof that the

manufacturer had himself borne the burden of the tax.

Practical operation of the Act in the present case is alto-

gether different from that of the Act before the court in

the Jefferson case for the tax here is not upon the identical

articles sold but upon the hog from which the articles

sold have been converted. The Jefferson case holds merely

that the provision there discussed amounted to due process

under the circumstances of that case, but the presence of

due process is not determinative of the right to equitable

relief although its absence may require such relief. Like-

wise, the Act before the court in the Jefferson case did

not contain the additional restrictions now imposed upon

the taxpayer with reference to the time in which the claim

must be filed, the necessity of one year's delay in prosecut-

ing the action, and that upon any review of the Commis-

sioner's ruling, the reviewing court be confined to the

record as made by the Commissioner.

Until the provisions of the Act have received judicial

interpretation by the Supreme Court it is impossible to

say what a claimant's rights are. Relief should be granted

until all doubt is removed. The Supreme Court in two
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recent cases has held that any doubt as to the construction

or uncertainty as to the operation of a refund statute

warrants granting of an injunction against the collection

of taxes.

Union Pacific R. R. Co. v. Weld County, 247

U.S. 282;

Atlantic Coast Line v. Daughton, 262 U. S. 413.

The amendments in cjuestion are entirely novel and con-

stitute a complete departure from existing refund reme-

dies. Obviously, the adequacy of the remedy is seriously

impaired, if not entirely destroyed. It follows that even

though more than one meaning may be given to the amend-

ments in question, the remedy therein provided is so un-

certain that equity should take jurisdiction until the doubt

has been removed through a final decision of the Supreme

Court.

As clearly and precisely stated in the opinion of Judge

Hincks in the Baltic Mills case in the District Court of

Connecticut, granting a temporary injunction against the

collection of processing taxes, discussing the remedy

afforded by the Amendment:

"Moreover, the remedy afforded by the Amendment

is cumbersome, involving a multiplicity of issues. To

be sure, I should suppose that a claimant under the

Amendment would not be precluded in a single pro-

ceeding from seeking recovery of taxes accruing in

monthly succession. But in order to bring himself

within the limitations of the Amendment discussed

above he must prove the sale price of 'each article

processed from the commodity with respect to which'
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the tax was imposed; and with respect to each such

sale he must locate by proof the incidence of the tax.

And if the processor in the course of his manufacture

co-mingles some of the processed material with other

non-taxable material, after a sale of the articles thus

manufactured, he will be confronted with further

complications in proving the incidence of the tax. In

this connection, it must be observed that in U. S. v.

Jefferson Electric Co., 291 U. S. 386, the taxes in-

volved were excise taxes which by nature differ ma-
terially from 'taxes' contemplated by the A. A. A.

Moreover in the 'recovery' statute under considera-

tion in that case, Revenue Act of 1928, Sec. 424,

express provision was made for the substitution of a

bond in lieu of proof that the claimant had himself

borne the burden of the tax,—a provision wholly

absent from this Amendment."

It is therefore submitted that the requirements of the

Act as amended, in connection with the payment of the

processing tax, render the said remedy entirely futile.

As pointed out in petitioners' briefs, including that of

appellant. Armour & Company, the ^pxSasioa of a full

right of review is in itself sufficient to constitute the

remedy inadequate; likewise, the uncertainty of the pro-

visions and their doubtful constitutionality are in them-

selves sufficient to render the remedy inadequate. The

uncertainty of the provisions is strikingly illustrated by

the refusal of counsel for defendant to assume a definite

position with respect to any of the provisions of the

amended Act, or on any of the questions raised involving

either the construction or validity of the Amendment.

The provision as to the quantum of proof required is so

exacting and arbitrary under the circumstances that we
feel it merits separate discussion.
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VII.

The Fact That Under the Amendments There Is No
Accurate Method for Computing Petitioner's

Damage, and That the Amount Cannot Be Ade-

quately Proved, in Itself Requires Equitable Re-

lief Against the Exaction of Illegal Levies.

It is asserted in defendant's brief that plaintiff has "a

complete remedy at law under the provisions of the act it-

self. // it cannot supply the evidence to sustain this al-

legation it is no better in its equity action than it zuonld

be at lazv, for as heretofore pointed out if the provision

requiring such proof is valid it must be made in equity

as well as in law . . ." (p. 40).

The true rule is the exact converse of this statement.

It is well settled the fact that there is no certain method

for computing the amount of the recovery at law or for

adequately proving the amount of damages is in itself,

and without regard to any other circumstances, sufficient

to give equity jurisdiction and entitles a party to equitable

relief.

In the equity action, unlike the law action, it is un-

necessary to prove the extent of the loss. It is only

necessary to show that there will probably be some loss;

the amount is immaterial.

In the law action plaintiff cannot recover the difference

between the amount of the processing tax which it can-

not prove it did not pass on and the amount of such pro-

cessing tax which it actually did not pass on. It is this

latter amount which plaintiff is entitled to recover under

any view of the amendments. As shown in the petition,

it cannot recover this latter amount—which it is entitled

to recover both in law and in equity—even though it shall

equal th,e full amount of the tax, due to the absence of
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any certain method, under the circumstances, for com-

puting the amount not passed on or for adequately prov-

ing such amount.

As stated in 32 Corpus Juris, pp. 62, 63, Sec. 40:

''An action for damages is an inadequate remedy

where there is no method by which the amount of the

damage can be accurately computed, or where the

amount cannot be adequately proved." (ItaHcs ours

throughout.)

In Texas Co. v. Central Fuel Oil Co. (C. C. A. 8),

194 Fed. 1, 11, 12, an order dismissing the bill was re-

versed with directions to grant a preliminary injunction

to prevent violation of a monthly installment contract

to deliver crude oil. The court said:

''The damages in this case are impossible of proof.

No one can say what amount of oil the Central Com-

pany will or can produce during the life of the

contract by a conscientious attempt to comply with

it. It is a well-known fact, of which courts are

bound to take judicial notice, that oil is fugacious,

and may be drawn away by strangers through other

wells. The flow of the wells decreases in the course

of years, and long before the expiration of this con-

tract these wells may become entirely dry. Any
damages awarded would be wholly speculative and

uncertain, and without any possibility of sufficient

legal proof to sustain the judgment."

And the the question of multiplicity of actions:

"If, as suggested, successive actions for the dam-

ages suffered may be instituted upon the expira-

tion of certain fixed periods, when the amount of

oil taken from the wells during the preceding period
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has been ascertained, there would necessarily have

to be a multiplicity of suits, to avoid which the in-

tervention of a court of equity is certainly proper."

Tex^as Co. v. Central Fuel Oil Co. (C. C. A. 8),

194 Fed. 1, 11, 12.

The case v/as followed in Marquette Cement Mining

Co. V. Ogleshy Coal Co. (D. C. Ill), 253 Fed. 107, 117,

where the court said:

"Equity jurisdiction was sustained, because plain-

tiff could not recover all the damages it might sus-

tain, and because they zuere impossible of proof, the

amount of oil which the defendant could produce

being uncertain. So in this present case no one

can tell what damage the cement company may sus-

tain by future subsidence. Future actions at law

would be necessary as the injury progressed. Re-

curring suits for damages would be more vexatious

and expensive than effective."

Marquette etc. Co. v. Oglesby Coal Co. (D. C.

Ill), 253 Fed. 107, 117.

In Angier v. Webber, 14 Allen 211, 92 Am. Dec. 748,

750, in a decision by Justice Bigelow, the court said:

"For this violation of their covenant the plaintiff

is entitled to relief in equity. An action at law will

furnish no adequate remedy. The damages are in

their nature such as not to be siiscepiible of proof

or exact computation; and the injury caused by the

acts of the defendants is a constantly recurring one,

for which multiplied suits at law would afford but

an imperfect remedy."

Angier v. Webber, 14 Allen 211, 92 Am. Dec. 748,

750.
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Columbia College of Music, etc. v. Timberg (Wash.),

116 Pac. 280, 282:

"To prevent wrong is the pecuhar province o£

equity. His conduct has been such, and promises

to be of such character, that damages may result.

If so, they would be irreparable, in the sense that

they could be estimated only by conjecture and not

by any accurate standard."

Columbia. College of Music, etc. v. Tunbcrg

(Wash.), 116 Pac. 280, 282.

In Crouch v. Central Labor Council (Ore.), 293 Pac.

729, 732, the court said:

"There is no standard by which the amount of

that damage can be measured with reasonable ac-

curacy. Irreparable damage does not have refer-

ence to the amount of damage caused, but rather

to the difficulty, not to say impossibility, of measur-

ing the amount of damages inflicted."

Crouch V. Central Labor Council (Ore.), 293

Pac. 729, 732.

Chas. C. Wilson & Son v. Harrisburg (Me.), 77 Atl.

787, 791:

"Where the extent of a prospective injury is un-

certain or doubtful, so that it is impossible to as-

certain the measure of just reparation, the injury

is irreparable in a legal sense, so that an injunc-

tion will be granted to prevent such an injury."

Chas. C. Wilson & Son v. Harrisburg (Me.), 77

Atl. 787, 791.
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In Pitts V. Carotlicrs (Miss.), 120 So. 830, 831-832,

the court, quoting a contention of appellant similar to

that here made by defendant, said:

"He says: 'If damages are so remote and so

speculative that they cannot be determined or as-

certained with any degree of accuracy, then, under

our law, there is no damage, and if no damage, no

injury, and if no injury, certainly there was no right

for the granting of a mandatory injunction.' Un-

wittingly appellant has furnished one of the defini-

tions of irreparable injury under the rides of equity

in reference to injunctions. An injury is irreparable

when it cannot adequately be compensated in dam-

ages or where there exists no certain pecuniary

standard for the measurement of the damages.

Where the extent of the prospective injury is un-

certain or doubtfid so that it is impossible to ascer-

tain the measure of just reparation, the injury is ir-

reparable in a legal sense, so that an injunction wnll

be granted to prevent such an injury. To render an

injury irreparable it is not necessary that the pe-

cuniary damage be shown to be great, but, on the

contrary, the fact that in an action at law the jury

could award only nominal damages often furnishes

the very best reason for interference by a court of

equity by injunction."

Pitts V. Carothers (Miss.), 120 So. 830, 831-832.

Gilchrist v. Van Dyke (Vt.), 21 Atl. 1099, 1100:

"To estimate with substantial accuracy the amount

of water furnished by each of the springs, respec-

tively, will be very difficult. The uncertainty of the

supply will tend to render the contracts of the orators

to supply others uncertain. The extent of the in-
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juries to the orators, and the consequences resulting

therefrom, will be difficult of estimation. In wet

weather the orators may not be injured in the least.

To ascertain the just measure of damage from the

threatened acts of the defendant, if carried out, will

be well-nigh impossible. Such an injury, in a legal

sense, is irreparable; and a writ of injunction is not

only permissible, but is the most appropriate and

only adequate remedy."

Gilchrist v. Van Dyke (Vt.), 21 Atl. 1099, 1100.

The showing made in the petition herein and in the

record before this court, from which it appears that

there is not only no method or standard of computing

the petitioner's damage but their is no possibility of

proving the amount of recovery under the Act as amended,

has not been controverted in this case otherwise than by

the unsupported assertions in defendant's brief that if

plaintiff is "able to determine that it is conducting its

business at a loss then it is submitted that plaintiff is

also able to determine the amount of the tax that is

passed on" (p. 35) and the statement that if the petitioner

is in a position to inform the court that it lost money,

then it certainly can determine the amount of money

which it lost by reason of its inability to pass on the

tax (p. 38).

Counsel's argument is that if petitioner is able to de-

termine that there has been a loss, it obviously is able

to determine the amount of the loss. Obviously, this does

not follow; nor would it follow, as counsel for defendant

seems to imply, that even if plaintiff could establish the
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amount of its loss in any month, it could from such

amount determine the amount of its loss by reason of

the processing tax. Defendant has never at any time

suggested and counsel have not been informed of any

method whatsoever by which petitioner may prove, as he

is required to do under the Act as amended, the sales

price of each "article processed from the commodity with

respect to which" the tax was imposed and with respect

to each such sale established by proof the incidence of the

tax. Such proof, as appears from the petition herein,

is entirely unavailable.

At several places in defendant's brief the statement is

made, without supporting argument or authority, that

it is incumbent on petitioner to show affirmatively in this

present proceeding ''the complete status of its business'',

including other than "hog products", even though such

products are in no w^ay affected by the tax nor can any

facts with reference to such products be considered per-

tinent to any inquiry involved in this suit (p. 39).

If an answer to this contention is necessary, it is found

in the case of

Oliphant v. Richman CN. J.), 59 Atl. 241, 242,

where the court said:

"Irreparable damage does not mean that the com-

plainant must show that all his fiimncial transactions

will be ruined unless the relief sought is granted.

It means that, with reference to the particular right

or property referred to in the hill of complaint, the

complainant will be irreparably deprived of it unless

the relief sought is granted."

Oliphant v. Richman (N. J.), 59 Atl. 241, 242.
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VIII.

The Practical Operation of the Amended Act Will

Result in a Multiplicity of Suits or at Any Rate

a Multiplicity of Causes Which Will Constitute

That Needless, Vexatious and Interminable Liti-

gation From Which It Is in the Power of Equity

to Grant Relief.

The very origin of equitable jurisdiction was intended

to supplant definite and limited legal remedies and for that

very reason some of the precepts of equity cannot and

should not be bound by the form but rather by the scope

of the application. As we have previously pointed out,

it is possible in this case to confine the action to a single

complaint and summons and in such complaint set forth

separately the causes appertaining to each taxable period.

It can be readily seen, however, that this in itself could

not avoid the concept of multiplicity. Multieiplicity would

still exist as the taxpayer, petitioner herein, would have to

offer the type of proof required under the amendments as

to each and every taxable period not only under the terms

of the Act as to any matter occurring after the adoption

of the Act but for and to all taxable periods ever since

the inception of the Act applicable to hog processors^ -te-

November 5, 1933. We believe that it has been sum-

marily stated that more than a thousand suits at the

present time are pending throughout the United States in

Federal courts. It can readily be realized what effect upon

the rights of a litigant this mass of litigation requiring

separate proof of each and every taxable period of one
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month each since November, 1933, and as to each sale

and purchase and each process of manufacture will h;ave

upon the adequacy of the relief obtainable in all actions.

Likewise as to each taxable period and the transactions

thereunder, proof will have to be submitted to the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue and his adjudication awaited

by the taxpayer before the taxpayer can proceed in an

action at law. It is interesting to note that under the

Act, the transcript of the Commissioner being a legal pre-

requisite to the trial of the action, what may happen to the

rights of the taxpayer in the event that the Commissioner,

through pressure of business, is unable to determine the

status. The taxpayer, not only in the institution and

prosecution of a suit, but so far as the preparation of the

review is concerned, is apparently left to the mercy of any

delay in the Commissioner's office.

Under the. -Act, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue

is the i^girt' tribunal for the determination of the rights

of the taxpayer as far as refunds are concerned. The

District Courts act only as courts of review, for under

the Act they must consider the transcript adduced before

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has the record of

the case. Until the Commission has set the matter for

hearing and hearing had thereon and a record completed

and certified thereof, the taxpayer cannot proceed to have

any court review the Commissioner's findings. That the

question of multiplicity cannot be narrowly construed is

best illustrated by the case to which the appellee has di-

rected us. Hale v. Allison, 188 U. S. 56, and we repeat at

this time the excerpt thereof:
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"Cases in sufficient number have been cited to sliow

how divergent are the decisions on the question of

jurisdiction. It is easy to say it rests upon the pre-

vention of a muItipHcity of suits, but to say whether

a particular case comes within the principle is some-

times a much more difficult task. Each, case, if not

brought directly within the principle of some preced-

ing case, must, as we think, be decided upon its ozvn

merits and upon a survey of the real and substantial

convenience of all parties, the adequacy of the legal

remedy, the situations of the different parties, the

points to he contested and the result zvhich would fol-

lozv if jurisdiction should be assumed or denied; these

various matters being factors to be taken into con-

sideration upon the question of equitable jurisdiction

on this ground, and whether within reasonable and

fair grounds the suit is calculated to be in truth one

which will practically prevent a multiplicity of litiga-

tion and will be an actual convenience to all parties,

and will not unreasonably overlook or obstruct the

material interests of any."

The amendments to which we have reference above to

the Act, of course, were not in effect on August 15, 1935

at the time the court considered the Fisher Flouring Mills

cases and in fact in the Fisher Flouring Mills cases the

court carefully directs the attention of all parties to the

fact that it cannot, expressly refuse rto consider the pro-

posed legislation for the mere reason that it had not been

enacted.
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lt is readily seen that an application for refund remedy

provided by the Act as amended will result in exactly the

same situation as that before the court in Hill v. Wallace,

259 U. S. 54, for the reason that the same detail of proof

will be required as of each individual transaction.

Obviously, the question of multiplicity is not determined

by the mere number of suits permitted or required but

rather by the substantial difficulty of the litigation entailed.

There may be decisions in which the necessity of monthly

suits or presentations of claims has been held not neces-

sarily to result in a multiplicity of suits in the equity sense

but we have not been cited to such decisions. In peti-

tioner's brief two cases have been cited where monthly

suits have been required under circumstances involving-

much less hardship than the refund remedy under discus-

sion and such litigation has been held to amount to

multiplicity of actions in the equity sense.

Postal Cable Telegraph Co. v. Cumberland T. and

T. Co., 177 Fed. 726;

Minuetonka Oil Co. v. Cleveland Vitrified Brick

Co., Ill Pac. 326.

To the same effect is the case of

Texas Co. v. Central Fuel Oil Co., 194 Fed. 1,

supra.

Certainly, if the practical necessity of monthly suits is

ever to be regarded as constituting a multiplicity of ac-

tions, the present case on this ground alone is a situa-

tion where equity will relieve from the hardship of un-

necessary and interminable litigation.
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IX.

Plaintiff Is Properly in a Court of Equity. It Has

Done Equity Throughout and Has in Every Man-

ner Safeguarded the Rights of the Defendant.

Defendant Can Suffer No Harm by Reason of

the Granting of the Relief Prayed for Pending

Appeal.

Plaintiff is properly in a court of equity. Its right to

relief has been sustained after thorough consideration both

of argument and of presentation of briefs and independent

consideration by all of the judges of the district in which

petitioners are located. It has resorted to relief speedily

after holding by courts of high resort that similar legis-

lation was invalid. In addition thereto, pending deter-

mination of suits until the vacating of the temporary in-

junction, it has impounded funds sufficient to pay the tax

due and accruing taxes, together with any penalties that

might appertain thereto. This protection of the rights

of the defendant has been either in the form of the de-

posit of cash with the clerk of the court or by giving

surety bond with good and adequate surety. No harm

can be suffered by the defendant by reason of the relief

prayed for pending appeal.

The processing tax applies solely to hogs handled by

petitioners. It does not apply to any other product, but

defendant's assertion that profits and losses of other parts

of its business should be considered in granting relief,

serves to indicate the complexity of the situation and that

equity must intervene to afford a substantial remedy to

the litigants.
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Defendant's Contention That Plaintiff Has Been

Guilty of Laches Is Entirely Without Basis In the

Record. No Facts Are Present Showing What

Defendant Has Done to Conserve Funds Collected

or to Be Collected In View of the Apparent Ille-

gality of the Act.

Defendant devotes a portion of his argument to as-

serting that the plaintiffs herein have been guilty of laches.

It is difficult to understand in what manner such fault

can be attached to the plaintiff's. The plaintiffs have

paid their taxes so long as no grave doubt was shown as

to the validity of the law under which the taxes were

levied, assessed, and collected. The defendants here are

not in a position to assert that the plaintiffs had no right

to assume that a law enacted by Congress was a valid

exercise of legislative power as granted to it by the Con-

stitution. It was not until after the decision in the

Schcchtcr case that grave doubt became apparent as to

the validity of the Act. The plaintiffs were not ad-

vised of or given notice in any manner or charged with

any notice of any act where the position of the defend-

ants was in anywise changed. It can not be successfully

maintained that plaintiffs are obligated to pay taxes un-

less there is a valid, statutory enactment for the assess-

ment levied and the collection of a tax. Unless a tax can
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be collected from the plaintiffs under a valid enactment,

no right exists on the part o£ the defendants to collect

any money. This point was considered in the case of

Gebclcin, Inc. v. Milbourne, in which judgment was given

for the plaintiff" in the District Court in Maryland in a

case involving the question of processing taxes. In the

Gebelein case the taxpayer showed financial impoverish-

ment through the operation of the tax. Likewise, there

the defendant collector urged laches as a defense and the

court, in speaking of the situation there particularly pre-

vailing, says

:

"It would seem rather that the taxpayer is en-

titled to credit for its effort to co-operate with the

Government in paying the tax so long as it was

financially possible for it to do so."

It is but fair to state to the court now that the ques-

tion of laches, though not set forth as a ground by the

defendants in the original motion to dismiss, was never-

theless urged at the time the motions were heard upon the

respective judges of the District Court and fully pre-

sented before the denial by said judges of the motion to

dismiss.
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XL

Answer to Miscellaneous Contentions of Defendant.

It is asserted in defendant's brief, at pages 14 to 21,

that hardship is not a ground for enjoining the payment

of tax. However, the case presented here is not one of

hardship merely but of illegal exaction on the part of the

Government leading to irreparable injury and presenting

a situation universally recognized as affording equitable

relief.

It is suggested, on pages 19 and 20 of defendant's brief,

that by making a deposit in court, or oft'ering to put up

a bond, the plaintiff refutes the allegations with reference

to hardship. Obviously, however, it is only by this method

that plaintiff can ever prosecute an action and obtain a

determination that the taxes were illegally assessed. Even

if such a determination could be obtained otherwise, it

would not be beneficial as a practical matter due to the

withdrawal by the recent legislation of all reasonable

redress.

The defendant in several instances in his brief, par-

ticularly on page 14, draws the unwarranted conclusion

that the processing tax has been passed on to the pubHc.

The allegation contained in each of the complaints is to the

effect that plaintiff's business, ever since the inception of

the tax, has been and is now carried on at a loss. If pe-
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titioner is carrying on business at a loss, it certainly has

not passed on the tax. The additional element presented,

however, is that the amount of the loss does not establish

that any part of the tax has been passed on to plaintiff's

vendees. The element of profit on inventories by reason

of advancing markets has reduced the loss occasioned by

the fact that the tax is being absorbed and not passed on,

but petitioner has demonstrated in its petition for relief

here that this element is not susceptible of computation.

Defendant further, on page 24 of his brief, claims that

prior hereto an action could have been commenced on the

law side and determined as to whether or not the tax

exaction is legal and whether petitioner should recover

the taxes paid. Pendency of the Hoosaic case even at this

time is sufficient answer to that. The Collector certainly

would not abide by a decision of a lower court in a single

case. The determination whether on the law side or the

equity side would have to be a final determination. All

petitioners are praying in effect, and what they received

at the hands of the district courts in the first place, is

injunctive relief during the pendency of such final ad-

judication. We believe defendant's argument best il-

lustrates that equity should interfere to hold the status

of the parties in abeyance until final adjudication.

Defendant also asserts with apparent confidence, on

pages 42 and 43 of his brief, that the present application

is from an order denying an injunction pending appeal in
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the District Court, and that that court's exercise of its

discretion should not rightly be overruled. As pointed out

herein, it is obvious from an examination of the only order

made by the court in connection with this matter, by which

petitioner was directed to apply to this court, as is now

being done, the situation presented is not one of the ex-

ercise of discretion by the trial court and a review thereof

upon its denial of the application, but rather, its refusal

to exercise such discretion and express direction to present

the matter to this court.

There are other miscellaneous suggestions occurring in

defendant's brief which are equally unwarranted, but

which lack of time prevents us from discussing. We re-

quest, and trust, that the court will not treat our failure

to refer to such suggestions in this brief as a concession

of their validity.

Conclusion.

No sufficient reason has been presented in defendant's

brief for denying plaintiff the relief sought by this pe-

tition. On the contrary, the various arguments and as-

sumptions of defendant illustrate that even the amended

remedies may be of doubtful validity and are certainly of

doubtful meaning and application. All of these matters

will have to be dealt with in the presentation of authority

in support of the appeal itself. This, together with the
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expressed intent appearing upon the face of the amend-

ment, of the framers thereof, that remedies and claims

should await the final adjudication of the validity or in-

validity of the Act, make this a particularly appropriate

case for the exercise of the equitable power of the court,

and we therefore request that the rights of the litigants be

held in abeyance until such final adjudication or sooner

determination of this appeal.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher,

J. C. Macfarland,

Ira C. Powers,

Attorneys for Appellant Armour & Co.

Joseph Smith,

George M. Breslin,

Attorneys for Appellants The Lucr Packing Company

and Standard Packing Company.

Claude I. Parker,

Ralph W. Smith,

J. Everett Blum

Attorneys for Appellants Merchants Packing Company,

Max Goldring, doing business under the firm name

and style of Goldring Packing Company, and United

Dressed Beef Company.

W. ToRRENCE Stockman,

Attorney for Appellant Cornelius Brothers, Ltd.

Benj. W. Shipman,

Attorney for Appellant Union Packing Company.
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State of California )

City and County of ) ss.

San Francisco )

Ralph V. Hunt, being first duly sworn deposes and says

:

That he is a citizen of the United States and the State

of Cahfornia, over the age of 21 years, to wit, of the age

of 38 years; that he is and has been for more than six

years last past a Certified Public Accountant duly licensed

and admitted to practice as such in the State of California

;

that for more than nine years last past affiant has been

employed by and connected with the national firm of

Certified Public Accountants known and designated as

the firm of Ernst and Ernst; that said firm of Ernst and

Ernst, among many other employments and engagements,

is the of^cial auditor and accounting consultant of the

Metropolitan Water District of Southern Cahfornia (a

project involving the expenditure of a sum in excess of

$200,000,000.00) ; that as an employee of said firm of

Certified Public Accountants affiant is in direct charge

and supervision of such auditing and consultation of and

with said Metropolitan Water District of Southern Cah-

fornia; that as a part of affiant's said duties in supervis-

ing said auditing and said accounting consultation work

it is necessary that affiant be thoroughly familiar with and

affiant avers that he is thoroughly familiar with and un-

derstands the varied and intricate cost accounting pro-

cedures and allocations of all departments and divisions

of said gigantic project.

That in addition to said duties of affiant involved in his

said firm's said engagement with said Metropolitan Water

District of Southern California, and in many and other

professional engagements of his said firm, including the

auditing and accounting consultations with meat packing
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concerns, affiant specializes in installation of accountinp-

systems and consultation relative to accounting procedure

and cost accounting problems. That based upon affiant's

said certificate as a certified public accountant, his ex-

perience, training and practice, affiant is thoroughly fa-

miliar with all phases of accounting and cost accounting

procedure in all lines of business, including that of the

meat packing industry.

That included among the professional engagements of

said firm of Ernst and Ernst are auditing and accounting

consultation engagements with meat packing concerns

within the State of California and throughout the several

states of the Union.

That affiant has examined that certain act commonly
known as the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and particu-

larly Section 21 thereof, as amended. That affiant's in-

terpretation of said section of said Act as amended, and
particularly paragraph (d) thereof, which interpretation

affiant is advised by counsel is fair and reasonable, is as

follows, to wit: Under paragraph (d) of said Section 21,

the appellants herein will be precluded from securing re-

funds of any taxes heretofore or hereafter paid by them,

even though such taxes are unconstitutional or invalid,

unless the appellants establish that they have not, either

directly or indirectly, included the amount of such tax

in the price of the article with respect to which it was
imposed or of any article processed from the commodity

with respect to which it was imposed, or passed on any

part of such amount to the vendee or to any other person

in any manner; that when paid by appellants, said taxes

become part of the cost to them of the product which

they ultimately sell to their customers; that in the pro-

cessing of hogs by appellants said hogs are divided into
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numerous and separate portions and products, including

hams, sausage, bacons, lard, loins, hocks, feet, heads,

shoulders, trimmings, casings, neck bones, tails, and many

other portions; that some of said products are pickled and

others are smoked and yet others of which go through

sundry other processes, and some are sold as fresh meat.

That after the slaughter of said hogs portions of the

carcass of said hog are usually converted into sausage by

the use of pork trimmings and, in the instance of a short-

age of trimmings, by the use of other portions of varying

values of such carcass, to wit, such as shoulders ; that it is

usual and customary for the meat packer to manufacture

sausage made wholly from pork products and also to

manufacture sausage made proportionately from pork

products and other meat ingredients; that in the manu-

facture of sausage which is made only from a portion

of pork products it is necessary for the packer to and he

does utilize other meat products which are wholly free

from tax as imposed under said Agricultural Adjust-

ment Act; that the packer from time to time varies, to an

extent, the formulae of mixed pork products as depend-

ing upon the availability of the meat ingredients.

That for the foregoing reasons and further reasons

hereinafter averred and set forth, it would be and is,

from an accounting standpoint, impossible to allocate the

proportional part of said processing tax so levied on the

live weight of the hog before processing to each of said

portions and products thereof after processing; and it is

impossible, from an accounting standpoint, to earmark and

follow the different products of each hog after processing

or to show and establish the cost of each of said various

products therefrom or the sale price thereof, for the rea-

son that said various portions of many hogs so processed
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are of necessity in the meat packing industry co-mingled

and stored together until the sale of some portion of such

co-mingled products is available and, therefore, different

products aforesaid are necessarily marketed at different

times and under different marketing conditions and at

greatly varied prices, and because of all of which it is

factually impossible to determine the sale price of the

products of any one dressed hog as a whole.

Affiant further avers that appellants sell the products

processed from hogs on the open market and in compe-

tition with other processors over the State of California,

as well as in competition with other processors, who ship

into and sell in said state like pork products; that in the

sale of such products so processed by said packers the same

are also sold on the open market and in competition with

other meat products and substitutes which are wholly tax

free under the terms of said Agricultural Adjustment Act;

that affiant is informed and believes and therefore avers

that in the sale of such products the appellants have not

and do not add or include the processing tax as a separate

item on their invoices; that as a practical accounting mat-

ter appellants would be precluded from doing so by their

inability accurately to allocate any particular part or por-

tion of the said tax to any particular product or quantity

thereof, and that in this connection afiiant is informed and

believes and upon such information and be/ief avers

that should appellants, or any of them, so attempt to allo-

cate any particular part of said tax and do so inaccurately

or make misstatements in that regard appellants' so do-

ing would be subject to the heavy penalties imposed by

Section 20 of said Act as amended.

Affiant is informed and believes and upon such informa-

tion and belief alleges that due to economic and com-
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petitive conditions prevailing from time to time in the

markets in which appellants buy hogs and sell the

products therefrom, and due to the perishable character of

appellants' products, by reason of which they are upon

occasion forced to make immediate and disadvantageous

sales, they sometimes sell their said products at a loss

and sometimes at a profit and will necessarily continue to

do so; that said Section 21 (d) does not provide whether

the price received by the appellants upon the sale of one

of their products is to be allocated first, to the full re-

imbursement of the processing tax payable by appellants,

or first to the full reimbursement to appellants of their

costs other than said taxes, or prorated to all of appel-

lants' costs.

That because of the foregoing and all other averments

in this affidavit contained affiant avers that from an ac-

counting standpoint it would be absolutely impossible to

establish in the case of any particular portion or quantity

of said pork products whether the tax with respect thereto

was or was not passed on by appellants to their customers,

and in particular as a matter of accounting it would be

impossible to establish that any definite and ascertainable

part of such tax was or was not so passed on; that in this

connection affiant avers that the assumption that a par-

ticular pork product, or any specified quantity thereof bears

any particular part of the tax is wholly arbitrary and is

not susceptible of proof by any system of accounting.

Affiant is informed by counsel and believes and there-

fore avers that in order to recover any processing taxes, if

hereafter paid by appellants, appellants will be required to

show under the said Section 21 (d) of said Act, as

amended, that the price paid by them for the hogs pro-

cessed by them was not reduced by the amount of such

processing tax; appellants in the past have paid and neces-



sarily will pay for their purchases the competitive open

market prices in effect at the time of each purchase; the

market price of such commodity is, has been and will

continue to be a fluctuating price depending upon market

conditions in respect of supply, demand, cost of produc-

tion, freight rates, competition and other factors prevail-

ing from time to time.

Affiant avers that the processing tax payable by ap-

pellants with respect to any hogs which they buy is only

one of many factors affecting the market price of such

commodity at any given time; the effect of such single

processing tax factor upon the market price of hogs as

an accounting matter can at no time be isolated and de-

termined and it is therefore affiant's opinion that it is not

possible for the appellants to show, in respect of any pur-

chase, whether, or to what extent, the market price thereof

was affected by said tax.

Affiant further avers that it is his opinion, based upon

his said certificate as a Certified Public Accountant and

his qualifications and experience as herein averred and

set forth, that the fact of such passing on of said tax to

the vendee or passing back of said tax to the vendor, as

an accounting matter, is impossible to determine and that

any attempt to so determine the same would result in

speculation and conjecture.

Further affiant saith not.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23rd day of

September, 1935.

Notary Public in and for the City and

County of San Francisco, State of

z.^ekj^ California.
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State of California )

City and County of ) ss.

San Francisco )

George Kerr, being first duly sworn deposes and says

:

That he is the office manager of the Los Angeles plant

of Armour & Company, a New Jersey corporation now

operating a pork packing plant in the city of Los Angeles,

state of California, under lease from Hauser Packing

Company. That he has been connected with the pork

packing industry for a period of twenty years last past

and during said twenty year period he has become familiar

with the accounting methods used in pork packing plants

and particularly by Armour & Company. That during

said period he has also become acquainted with the manner

and method of processing hogs.

That subsequent to the purchase of a hog by the pro-

cessor, and just before slaughtering, the hog is weighed

in order to establish the processing tax liability of the

processor under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. After

the hog is slaughtered the carcass is processed into more

than fifty separate and distinct products and by-products,

including those listed on page 12 of the petition filed

herein by Armour & Company.

Affiant further states that the price paid for hogs on

the hoof is a fluctuating price, varying from hour to hour

as well as from day to day. Furthermore, it is usual that

the ultimate character of some of the products may be

changed prior to their final completion, such as the con-

version of trimmings and some times cuts, into sausage,
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and in the manufacture of such sausage other ingredients

in varying proportions are often added.

That after the hog has been processed into various

products and by-products and said products have been

processed to the extent that the processor finds necessary

or advisable, such products are sold in an open and com-

petitive market, usually covering a period of 10 days to

6 months after the slaughter, and the price received

therefor depends upon the market price on the day on

which said products are sold, and such products are sold

not only in competition with other pork products but wath

other meat products of many different kinds and with

other food products and meat substitutes, all of which

products have a varying degree of perishability, which

materially affects the price on any given date. Hence, the

sales price received for such products may have no actual

relation to the cost thereof to the processor.

No accounting system of the packing industry with

which affiant is familiar is so established that it is now

possible to prove as to taxes which became due and pay-

able before the Act was amended that such taxes were

not passed on to the public, for the reason that no system

of identification of the particular articles processed from

any particular hog carcass has been established or can

be established. Consequently, all articles which were pro-

cessed from hogs killed before the effective date of the

amendments are now intermingled and confused and that

such products can not be traced back to the carcass from

which processed ; hence, it can not be proven that any such

individual article was sold for more or less than its in-
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dividual cost as a part of the carcass from which it was

taken. That there is not now in existence any operating

procedure or accounting system used by the pork packing

business of which affiant is aware by which such alloca-

tion of the finished product to the carcass of the hog from

which it was taken could be made.

Further, in affiant's opinion, it would be impossible

to establish an operating procedure that would identify

each and every product processed from a given hog carcass

to the end that same might be accounted for subsequently

at the time of sale of each and every one of those products.

Further affiant saith not.

)^,.^^,f..

Subscribed and sworn to before ^iie this 23rd day of

September, 1935.

r the State and City and CountyNotary Public in and for the State and City and County

aforesaid.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

Appellants in the above-entitled causes have appealed

to this Honorable Court from orders made by Honorable

Paul J. McCormick, judge of the United States District

Court for the Southern District of California, vacating

temporary injunctions theretofore granted appellants in

said causes, by the terms of which appellees were enjoined

from collecting or attempting to collect processing taxes

levied against appellants under an Act of Congress com-

monly known as the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

The orders appealed from in the case of each appellant

herein are identical [Luer Rec. pp. 86, 90].

Plaintiffs are engaged in the meat packing business in

Los Angeles county and were and are processors of hogs

as defined by the Act. In the carrying on of their busi-

ness, they engaged and are yet engaging in only intrastate

business; and to no degree, either directly or indirectly,

has their business of meat packing and processing of hogs

at any time affected or interfered with or burdened inter-

state commerce.

The above actions were filed separately, and after the

filing of the complaint in each case a restraining order

was issued. After separate hearings and arguments in

each case temporary injunctions were thereafter issued

in each case by the judge before whom the case was

pending in the District Court. Appellees motion to dis-

solve the injunction in each case was made before the

Honorable Paul J. McCormick, one of the judges of the

District Court. The motions were identical in each case,

and were heard together and the court made separate

orders identical in terms in each case, vacating the tem-
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porary injunctions theretofore granted. Supplemental

complaints were filed by each of the appellants and there-

after an appeal was perfected by appellants to this court

upon separate records in each case. A petition was made

by each appellant before this court for an order granting

injunction or supersedeas pending appeal, which petitions

were heard together and the prayers thereof granted by

this court in a joint order. There is also a separate as-

signment of errors filed by each appellant, which assign-

ments present substantially identical questions.

For the convenience of court and counsel, and since the

matters involved in the above-entitled causes are similar,

the above-named appellants are filing this joint brief as

the brief of each of said appellants.

For convenience, we are sometimes referring herein-

after to the parties hereto as plaintiff and defendant,

respectively, and by the term plaintiff shall mean all of

the above-named appellants.

As indicated, the records in each case in the various

appeals are substantially identical and it has not been

deemed necessary to burden this brief with citations to

the pages of the individual records, which, of course,

are indexed according to documents which may be readily

found by consulting the index.

The complaints are substantially similar and seek to

have the court declare the Agricultural Adjustment Act

unconstitutional and unenforceable and to grant an in-

junction against the defendant Collector of Internal

Revenue for the Sixth District of California, restrain-

ing the collection of processing taxes under the terms



of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. It was alleged

that the act under which the taxes were levied was

unconstitutional for the reasons, among others, that the

Act was violative of Article I, Section 8 of the Con-

stitution; of the Tenth Amendment thereto; of the Fifth

Amendment thereto; and of Article I, Section 8, Clause 3

of the Constitution; and as further reasons for injunctive

relief, that appellants had and were given no plain, ade-

quate, speedy and complete remedy at law; that a multi-

plicity of actions would ensue for the recovery of such

illegal taxes paid, if they paid the same and they under-

took to obtain a refund thereof; that the Act sought to

regulate intrastate business and commerce; that they were

engaged only in intrastate business; that they were unable

to pass such tax on to the vendee or ultimate consumer,

and would continue to be unable to do so; that to deny

injunctive relief to them as prayed would result in irre-

parable loss and injury to them, resulting in the loss of

their property and the good will of their said business;

and that the penalties provided, both civil and criminal,

in the event appellants refuse to pay the processing taxes,

were in nature and effect so excessive, harsh and oppres-

sive as to amount to a complete denial of a remedy and

to cause irreparable injury to appellants. As a further

reason for the granting of such injunctive relief, it was

also alleged therein that there was then pending in the Con-

gress of the United States certain proposed amendments

to the Agricultural Adjustment Act which would have the

effect of entirely preventing and defeating any legal



remedy appellants might otherwise have for the recovery

of any taxes paid, in the event the Agricultural Adjust-

ment Act should be declared unconstitutional.

A hog processor is unable to comply with the onerous

conditions of the amendments to the Agricultural Ad-

justment Act because the facts required to be proved

are incapable of ascertainment and the right of refund

therein provided is purely illusory and does not constitute

any remedy at law or any remedy whatsoever. [Tr.

Armour & Co. v. Rogan, pp. 21-22.] None of the aver-

ments of the bills of complaint, of the supplemental bills,

of the petitions or affidavits filed have ever been denied

by the defendants either by answer herein, affidavit, or

otherwise, because of which all of the allegations thereof

have been, at all times since the filing thereof, in effect,

admitted as true and are yet so admitted as being true.

By the terms of the temporary injunctions plaintiffs

were required to furnish bond in specified amounts or

to deposit cash with the clerk of the court in lieu thereof,

securing the defendant for the amount of taxes, penalties

and interest due, if it should be finally determined that such

injunctions were improperly issued, which security was

duly furnished, or cash in lieu thereof deposited with

the clerk of the court.

The temporary injunctions granted in each case, with

one or two exceptions, are identical in terms, except as

to amounts and formal recitals, containing the following

language

:

".
. . and after hearing counsel for the respect-

ive parties, and the matters having been submitted
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to the court for its consideration; and it appearing

to the court, and the court finds that it is true, that

certain processing taxes are due and payable from

plaintiff under the terms of the Agricultural Adjust-

ment Act, hereinafter more particularly described,

and processing taxes will monthly in the future be-

come due and payable from plaintiff under the terms

of such Act; that there is immediate danger of great

and irreparable loss and injury being caused to plain-

tiff if the preliminary restraining order is not issued

herein as prayed for in said bill of complaint and

petition for the reason that there is immediate danger

that said defendant, Nat Rogan, either individually

or as Collector of Internal Revenue, will proceed

under said Act to collect from said plaintiff said

taxes, and in so doing will disstrain, levy upon and

sell the property of plaintiff described in said bill of

complaint and petition of a large value, thus causing

to plaintiff an irreparable loss of such property and

the good will of plaintiff's business likewise mentioned

in said bill of complaint and petition; and that for

each month said plaintiff fails or refuses to pay the

processing taxes payable for that month under the

Act, plaintiff, together with its officers and agents

participating in such violation will be liable every

month such violation occurs to the infliction of the

great penalties provided by the Act; that plaintiff

has no plain, speedy and adequate remedy at law

in the premises; that if said restraining order is not

so issued there will necessarily result a multiplicity

of suits for the recovery of the taxes paid by plaintiff

each month under the Act; and that for all these

reasons a preliminary restraining order should issue

herein against defendant, Nat Rogan, both indi-

vidually and as said Collector of Internal Revenue,

as prayed for in said bill of complaint and petition."
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Thereafter, and subsequent to the decision of this court

in the case of Fisher Flouring Mills Co. v. Vierhus, No.

7938, defendants filed in said District Court their motion

to vacate said temporary injunctions. [Luer Rec. p. 83.]

The motions were identical in all cases. The grounds of

the motion were, in substance, stated as follows:

(1) The court was without jurisdiction to enjoin the

collection of the taxes for the reason Section 3224 of

the Revised Statutes precluded a suit for that purpose;

that the bill of complaint did not state facts warranting

such relief; and that complainant had a plain, adequate

and complete remedy at law;

(2) That on the records, files and proceedings in

the case plaintiff is not entitled to injunctive relief;

(3) That since the preliminary injunctions were

granted the alleged grounds upon which the same were

granted were no longer in existence for the reason, as

si;ated, that the Congress, in its enacted amendments to

the Act, did not deny the right to litigate the legality

of processing taxes in actions at law, such as was con-

tained in the bill as originally passed by the House of

Representatives and the basis upon which the injunctions

were herein granted. (Note: Judge James, in his minute

order granting temporary injunction in the Luer case

[Luer Rec. p. 75] in effect excluded from consideration

this matter [see last lines, p. l(y of Rec.]. And the other

judges, in their orders granting the temporary injunctions,

did not base their decisions upon this ground)

;

(4) That appellants were guilty of laches for the

reason they paid the taxes for many months prior to

the filing of their suits, etc. ; and
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(5) That since the preliminary injunctions were en-

tered herein the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit has denied an injunction pending appeal in cases

based on similar causes of action to that set out in appel-

lants' bills of complaint, and that such decision of the

said Circuit Court is binding on this District Court, so

that it is improper for this court to allow said temporary

injunctions to remain in force and effect.

The judges of the District Court who granted the

respective temporary injunctions in these cases, being

absent on vacation, the said motions to vacate the injunc-

tions were noticed before and were heard by Judge

McCormick of that court. The motions were granted

by him on August 30, 1935. The sole ground for the

action of the court on this behalf is stated in the order

of the court in this language:

"An event which should be considered has occurred

since the interlocutory injunctions were granted:

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in Fisher Flour-

ing Mills Co. V. Collector^ etc., decided August 15,

1935, by a divided opinion, in applications for tem-

porary injunctions in aid of pending appeals in the

court from the denial of injunctions by a District

Court in the state of Washington in suits like the one

at bar, denied the respective appellants such restraint

pending appeal.

"No principle of judicial administration is more

firmly established in the United States than that

lower courts must submit to the control of superior

judicial tribunals. Notwithstanding the strong dis-

sent by one of the circuit judges in the Court of Ap-

peals, it is our plain duty to follow the majority

opinion.
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"Both opinions indicate that the appellate court

was establishing a rule intended to control all applica-

tions for temporary injunctions in equity suits

brought in this circuit where the suitors seek to re-

strain the collection of processing taxes under the

Agricultural Adjustment Act, and such authoritative

control requires the granting of the motion to vacate

the preliminary injunction heretofore issued in this

suit, and it is so ordered." (Itahcs ours.)

By order of the District Court leave was granted

plaintiffs to file herein supplements to their respective

bills of complaint, and thereafter petitions for rehearing

were heard and denied.

The supplemental bills of complaint were liled in each

action, which set forth in great detail the particulars

on which the remedies provided by the amendment to the

Agricultural Adjustment Act were inadequate and facts

showing that the conditions imposed by the amendments

were so burdensome that it would be impossible for plain-

tiff to comply therewith. The petition of plaintiffs for

an appeal to this court from the order vacating the tem-

porary injunctions was allowed. The appeals have been

perfected in each case, and are now pending herein.

Thereafter appellants filed in this court petitions for

supersedeas and injunctions pending appeal and on Sep-

tember 24, 1935, after oral argument, this court granted

the petition and issued a supersedeas and injunction pend-

ing appeal. In that connection, the order of this court re-

quired that these appellants either furnish security to

said Collector by way of corporate surety to be approved

by said District Court, or deposit cash with the clerk

of that court equal to all taxes, penalties and interest
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due and to become due from appellants to said Collector

under the terms of said Agricultural Adjustment Act

and the Act as amended, and for which no security, or

cash deposit, has heretofore been given or made by

appellants under order of court herein; and said appel-

lants respectively have fully carried out the said order,

in that they have filed with the clerk of said District

Court and had approved by such court undertakings of

a surety corporation securing to said Collector the pay-

ment of all taxes, penalties and interest due from appel-

lants to date.

The assignments of errors of appellants upon which

appellants rely in this appeal are, in substance, as follows

:

Specifications of Errors Relied Upon by Appellants.

1. The District Court erred in granting the motion

vacating the temporary injunction.

2. The District Court erred in vacating the tem-

porary injunction for the reason that its order was made

inadvertently under the mistaken belief that the decision

of this court theretofore rendered in the Fisher Flouring

Mills cases required the court to make such order.

3. The District Court erred in vacating said tem-

porary injunction for the reason that such order will

have the effect of preventing appellant from obtaining

a trial of the cause on its merits, and will cause irreparable

damage and loss to appellant, whereas the continuing
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in force of said temporary injunction under its terms will

not harm appellee.

4. The court erred in vacating said temporary in-

junction for the reason that the issues presented by this

case are such as to require, for the proper disposition of

the case, a hearing by the court, and decision of the issues

of fact upon which appellant's right to relief is based.

5. The court erred in dissolving said temporary in-

junction because the circumstances and conditions which

were set forth in plaintiff's complaint, and not contra-

dicted by the record in said cause, and which allegations

were found by the court to be true, and which necessitated

the granting of the temporary injunction, continued in

existence at the time of the said order dissolving the

said injunction.

6. The court erred in dissolving said temporary in-

junction because since the passage by Congress of the

amendments to the Act, which occurred subsequent to the

decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals in the said case

of Fisher Flouring Mills Company, a corporation, vs.

Alex McK. Vierhus, etc., any remedy at law that plaintiff

has heretofore possessed has been rendered so cumber-

some, capricious, uncertain, unwieldy, and impossible of

proof as to deprive the plaintiff of any and all remedy

at law.

7. The court erred in dissolving said temporary in-

junction because the order dissolving the temporary
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injunction heretofore granted to the plaintiff herein will,

in effect, result in taking the property of the plaintiff

without due process of law, in that, after taking the

property of the plaintiff in satisfaction of the taxes as-

sessed and levied under said Agricultural Adjustment

Act, as amended, the remedies provided to the plaintiff,

and which plaintiff would be compelled to pursue, where

injunctive relief is denied to it, are so cumbersome, costly

and limited and uncertain as to amount to a denial of

any relief to it.

8. The court erred in vacating said temporary injunc-

tion for the reason that unless said temporary injunction

is permitted to remain in force, appellant will be required

to engage in a multiplicity of suits from which equity

should afford relief.

9. The court erred in vacating said temporary in-

junction for the reason that there was no showing that

the maintenance of said action was prohibited by the pro-

visions of Section 3224 of the Revised Statutes.

10. The court erred in vacating said temporary in-

junction for the reason that there was no showing that

plaintiff was guilty of laches in the institution of said

action.

Appellants rely upon each and every of their respective

assignments of error, as each assignment is germane

to the issues set out in the specifications of error here

relied upon.
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BRIEF OF THE ARGUMENT.

If the Trial Court Inadvertently Made the Orders

Appealed From Under a Mistaken Belief That

the Decision of This Court Theretofore Rendered

in the Fisher Flouring Mills Cases Required the

Granting of Such Order, Then Upon Suggestion

to This Court of the Fact of Such Inadvertence

and Mistake the Orders Should Be Reversed.

The temporary injunction was vacated by the trial

court, not upon any showing of any change in the cir-

cumstances, but solely upon the ground that the decision

of this court in Fisher Flouring Mills Co. v. Vierhus,

rendered August 15, 1935, required the trial court to

refrain from exercising its independent judgment and to

vacate the injunction. In this the trial court was in

error, for the reason that the Fisher Flouring Mills case

was based upon different facts and was decided under

the jaw as it stood prior to August 24, 1935, at which

time a claim for refund was not subject to the restric-

tions and limitations of the amendments to the Act of

that date.
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11.

The Temporary Injunction Having Been Granted

After a Full Hearing and Upon a Showing of Cir-

cumstances Found to Justify Granting Equitable

Relief to Plaintiff, Which Facts Have Not Been

Controverted by Defendant in Any Manner, and

Defendant Not Having Shown Any Change in

Circumstances or Conditions Necessitating the

Vacating of Said Temporary Injunction, the Court

Was Not Justified in Granting Defendant's Mo-
tion.

III.

The Continuance in Force of the Injunctions Until the

Trial of the Causes on Their Merits Will Not

Harm the Appellees, for the Reason They Are, by

Deposits of Money and Undertakings Made by

Appellants Under Order of Court, Fully Secured

in the Payment of the Taxes if Such Taxes Are

Finally Declared Valid; Whereas, a Lack of Such

Injunction Will Cause Irreparable Damage and

Loss to Appellants.

Failure to preserve the status quo pending trial would

result in irremedial injury to plaintiff, and in view of the

fact that the questions presented involve matters of great

importance, an injunction should be granted pending the

trial of the case.

28 U. S. C. A., Sec. 377;

Foster etc. v. Haydel, 278 U. S. 1, 13, 14, 7?> L.

Ed. 147, 154;

Cotting v. Kansas City Stock Yards Co. (C. C.

Kan.), 82 Fed. 850, 857;

City of Pasadena v. Superior Court, 157 Cal. 781,

790, 795.
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IV.

The Temporary Injunctions Should Be Continued in

Force Until the Decision on the Merits of the

Cases Becomes Final ; for Only in and by the Final

Disposition of the Cases on Their Merits, Can
There Be Determined the Important and Con-
trolling Questions of Law and Fact Upon Which
Depend the Right of Appellants to the Relief

Prayed For.

The issues presented by this appeal which involve legis-

lation which is of doubtful validity and uncertain con-

struction, and requires the determination of the facts as

to the operation of such legislation on plaintiff's business,

cannot properly be determined upon a summary hearing,

but only after a full trial.

Borden Farm Products Co. v. Baldzuin, 293 U ^
194.
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V.

The Temporary Injunction Should Be Continued in

Effect for the Reason That Plaintiff Under the

Amendments to the Agricultural Adjustment Act

Approved August 24, 1935, Has No Plain, Com-

plete, or Adequate Remedy at Law.

A. The Provisions of the Recent Amendments to

THE Agricultural Adjustment Act Affecting

Suits for Refund Limit and Restrict the Rem-

edy AT Law in Several Important Particulars.

(1) Claimant must establish to the satisfaction of the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue that claimant did not

directly or indirectly include the amount of the claim in

the price of the article or pass on ''any part of such

amount to the vendee or to any other person in afiy

manner" or include "any part of such amount in the

charge or fee for processing, and that the price paid by

the claimant or such person was not reduced by any part

of such amount." Sec. 21(d) (1).

Southern Pac. Co. v. Darnell Tacnzen Lmbr. Co.,

245 U. S. 541, 62 L. Ed. 451, 455;

International Harvester Co. v. Kentucky, 234 U.

S. 216, 222, 223, 58 L. Ed. 1284;

Lash's Products Co. v. United States, 278 U. S.

175, 73 L. Ed. 251.
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(a) The fact that under the amendments there is

no accurate method for computing plaintiff's damage, and

that the amount cannot be adequately proved, in itself

requires equitable relief against the exaction of illegal

levies.

32 C. J., p. 62, Sec. 40;

Texas Company v. Central Fuel Oil Co. (C. C. A.

8), 194 Fed. 1;

Marquette Cement Mining Co. v. Ogleshy Coal

Co., 253 Fed. 107, 117.

(b) A court of equity is not deprived of jurisdiction

to grant injunctive relief where the remedy at law is not

equally plain, speedy, complete or practical, and as ef-

ficient to obtain the ends of justice both in respect to the

final relief sought, and the mode of obtaining it, as is the

relief in equity.

Cable V. U. S. Life Ins. Co., 191 U. S. 288, 303,

48 L. Ed. 188;

Standard Oil Co. z'. Atlantic Coast Line R. Co.

(D. C. Ky.), 13 Fed. (2) 633, 635, 6?>6, 6?>7

;

aff. 275 U. S. 257; 72 L. Ed. 270;

Clark V. Pigeon River Improvement etc. Co. (C.

C. A. 8), 52 Fed. (2d) 550, 557;

Munn V. Des Moines Nat. Bank (C. C. A. 8),

18 Fed. (2d) 269, 271;

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. Co. v. Sullivan

(C. C. A. 8), 173 Fed. 456,470;

Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Weld County, 247 U. S.

282, 285, 62 L. Ed. 1110, 116;
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Magruder v. Belle Fonrche Valley Water User's

Assn (C. C. A. 8), 219 Fed. 72, 79;

Jewett Bros. & Jewett v. Chicago M. & St. P. Ry.

Co. (C C. S. D.), 156 Fed. 160, 167.

(2) "In any judicial proceeding relating to such claim

a transcript of the hearing before the commissioner shall

be duly certified and filed as the record in the case and

shall be so considered by the court." Sec. 21(d) (1).

Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v. Osborne, 265 U. S. 14,

16, 68 L. Ed. 878.

(3) No suit for refund based on the invalidity of the

tax "shall be maintained in any court, unless prior to the

expiration of six months after the date on which such

tax imposed by this title has been finally held invalid a

claim therefor" is filed by the person entitled thereto.

Sec. 21(d) (2).

(4) Such claim must conform "to such regulations as

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval

of the Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe." Sec.

21(d) (2).

Fredenberg v. Whitney (D. C. Wash.), 240 Fed.

819, 822, 823.

(5) "No such suit or proceeding shall be begun before

the expiration of one year from the date of filing such

claim unless the commissioner renders a decision within

that time." Sec. 21(d) (2).
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VI.

The Practical Operation of the Amended Act Will

Result in a Multiplicity of Suits or at Any Rate a

Multiplicity of Causes Which Will Constitute That

Needless, Vexatious and Interminable Litigation

From Which It Is in the Power of Equity to

Grant Relief.

Hale V. Allinson, 188 U. S. 56, 47 L. Ed. 380;

Postal Cable Telegraph Co. v. Cumberland T. and
T. Co., 177 Fed. 726;

Minnetonka Oil Co. v. Cleveland Vitrified Brick

Co. (Okla.), Ill Pac. 326;

Texas Co. v. Central Fuel Oil Co. (C. C. A. 8),
194 Fed. 1.
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VII.

Section 3224 of the Revised Statutes Does Not Bar

Relief and Did Not Require That the Existing

Injunction Be Dissolved.

Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U, S.

498, 76 L. Ed. 422;

Skagit County v. Northern Pac. Ry. Co., 61 Fed.

(2) 638 (C. C A. 9);

Hopkins V. Southern Cal. Telephone Co., 275 U.

S. 393, 72 L. Ed. 329;

Raymond v. Chicago Union Traction Co., 207 U.

S. 20, Z7, 39, 52 L. Ed. 90;

Wallace v. Mines, 253 U. S. 66, 67, 64 L. Ed. 782;

Union Pacific Railroad Co. v. Weld County, 247

U. S. 282, 286, 62 L. Ed. 1110;

Atlantic Coast Line Ry. v. Daughton, 262 U. S.

413, 67 L. Ed. 1051;

Wilson V. Illinois Southern Railroad Co., 263 U.

S. 574, 576, 68 L. Ed. 456;

Hill V. Wallace, 259 U. S. 462, 66 L. Ed. 822.
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VIII.

Section 21(a) of the Amended Act Does Not Bar

Relief and Did Not Require That the Existing

Injunction Be Dissolved.

(1) Section 21(a) was not made a ground of de-

fendant's motion to vacate the temporary injunction and

was not referred to therein.

Alaska Salmon Co. v. Territory of Alaska (C. C.

A. 9), 236 Fed. 62, 63;

Van Norden v. Chas. R. McCormick Lumber Co.

(C. C. A. 9), 17 Fed. (2) 568;

Hercules Pozvder Co. v. Rich (C. C. A. 8), 3 Fed.

(2) 12.

(2) The provisions of Section 21(a) do not by their

terms purport to apply to taxes imposed before the date

of the adoption of the amendment.

(3) Section 21(a) should not be construed, even as

to future taxes, as an absolute bar to equitable relief.

(a) Section 21(a) should be construed as a reenact-

ment of Section 3224 of the Revised Statutes.

Heald v. District of Columbia, 254 U. S. 20, 65

L. Ed. 106;

Lattimer v. U. S., 223 U. S. 501, 56 L. Ed. 526.



(b) Section 21(a) is not to be extended beyond its

express terms and is to be construed in favor of

the plaintiff.

Hecht V. Malley, 265 U. S. 144, 68 L. Ed. 949;

Gould V. Gould, 245 U. S. 151, 153, 62 L. Ed. 211.

(c) Section 21(a) constituting a part of a legisla-

tive enactment which was presumably considered

an adequate legal remedy, is not applicable where

the legal remedy turns out to be inadequate.

(d) Section 21(a), in the absence of specific lan-

guage to the contrary, will not bar a suit where

the legal remedy is inadequate.

Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U. S.

498, 76 L. Ed. 422.

(e) The terms of Section 21(a), which do not pur-

port to take away jurisdiction from the courts

in the light of congressional debate thereon, in-

dicate that there was no intent to impair equity

jurisdiction.

Fox V. Standard Oil Co., 294 U. S. 87, 79 L. Ed.

Adv. Sh. 339.

(f) Section 21(a), being applicable by its terms both

to state and federal courts, should not be con-

strued as an absolute prohibition of injunctive re-

lief.
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(g) Section 21(a) must be construed in the same

manner as Section 3224, and subject to the same

exceptions, and appHed only where the legal rem-

edy is adequate, otherwise the Fifth Amendment

is violated.

Graham & Foster v. Goodcell, 282 U. S. 409, 75

L. Ed. 415;

Brinkerhoff-Paris Trust & Sav. Co. v. Hill, 281

U. S. 673, 74 L. Ed. 1107;

Lipke V. Leiderer, 259 U. S. 557, 559, 562, 66 L.

Ed. 1061, 1064;

Phillips V. Commissioner, 283 U. S. 589, 596, 75

L. Ed. 1289;

Regal Drug Corp, v. Wardell, 260 U. S. 386, 391,

67 L. Ed. 318;

Ettor V. Tacoma, 228 U. S. 148, 57 L. Ed. 773;

Gold Medal Poods, Inc., v. Landy (D. C. Minn.),

decided October 22, 1935;

A. P. W. Paper Company, Inc., v. Riley (D. C.

N. Y.), decided October 18, 1935;

Panama Railroad Co. v. Johnson, 264 U. S. 375,

390, 68 L. Ed. 748, 754.

IX.

There Was No Showing That Plaintiifs Were Barred

by Laches.
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ARGUMENT.

I.

If the Trial Court Inadvertently Made the Orders Ap-

pealed From Under a Mistaken Belief That the

Decision of This Court Theretofore Rendered in

the Fisher Flouring Mills Cases Required the

Granting of Such Order, Then Upon Suggestion

to This Court of the Fact of Such Inadvertence

and Mistake the Orders Should Be Reversed.

In approaching- the discussion under this heading we

are not unmindful of the general rule that on an appeal

it is the judgment or order of the trial court, as the case

may be, which the appellate court reviews and not the

opinion or reason given by the trial court for such judg-

ment or order. Here, however, the court's order shows that

the court declined to exercise its discretion.

It is to be remembered that by paragraph V of the

motion to vacate the injunctions the ground thereunder

relied upon for the dissolution of the injunctions was that

since this court in the Fisher Flouring Mills cases had

denied an injunction in cases based on similar causes of

action to that of the instant cases, it was improper for

the trial court to allow the temporary injunctions to re-

main in force.

Whether the statements contained in the orders are

findings or reasons, they are so inextricably woven into

the orders that the validity of these orders cannot be dis-

cussed or considered without likewise discussing and

considering these statements given for having made the

orders.
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The language of the orders vacating the injunctions

very clearly exposes the foundational circumstances upon

which the trial court based its orders.

"An event which should be considered has occurred

since the interlocutory injunctions were granted: The
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in Fisher Flouring

Mills Co. V. Collector, etc., decided August 15, 1935,

by a divided opinion, in applications for temporary

injunctions in aid of pending appeals in that court

from the denial of injunctions by a District Court

in the State of Washington in suits like the one at

bar, denied the respective appellants such restraint

pending appeal.

''No principle of judicial administration is more
firmly established in the United States than that

lower courts must submit to the control of superior

judicial tribunals. Notwithstanding the strong dis-

sent by one of the Circuit Judges in the Court of

Appeals, it is our plain duty to follow the majority

opinion.

"Both opinions indicate that the appellate court

was establishing a rule intended to control all appli-

cations for temporary injunctions in equity suits

brought in this circuit where the suitors seek to re-

strain the collection of processing taxes under the

Agricultural Adjustment Act, and such authoritative

control requires the granting of the motion to vacate

the preliminary injunction heretofore issued in this

suit, and it is so ordered." (Italics ours.)

That the trial court was under the definite impression

that the decision in Fisher Flouring Mills v. Vierhus pre-

cluded it from exercising any discretion in connection with

the question of plaintiff's right to injunctive relief in this

case, is also clearly indicated by the order which it made
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upon allowance of the appeal in this matter, in which it

was directed that any application for injunctive relief be

presented to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. The por-

tion of this order to which we refer was set out in the

opinion heretofore rendered, and is as follows

:

"That, in viezu of the action had and taken by the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit in the matter of petitions submitted to it for

injunction pending appeal in matters involving pro-

cessing taxes under the Act of Congress popularly

known as Agricultural Adjustment Act, it is the

expression of this court that any relief in the form

of supersedeas, whereby the temporary injunction

heretofore granted and dissolved by the order ap-

pealed from, be restored to full force and effect dur-

ing the pendency of the appeal, should be pursued by

the plaintiff in the form of an application for an in-

junction pending appeal to be presented to said

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit if the plaintiff wishes to secure such relief/'

[Armour & Co., Tr. pp. 96-97.] (Italics ours.)

It is, therefore, submitted that the second specification

of error, to-wit:

"2. The District Court erred in vacating the

temporary injunction for the reason that its order

was made inadvertently under the mistaken belief

that the decision of this court theretofore rendered

in the Fisher Flouring Mills cases required the court

to make such order."

is well taken.

The refusal of the trial court to exercise its judicial

discretion cannot be more clearly shown in any case than

by the court's own statement of the grounds for its order.
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The trial court definitely and succinctly defined the only

matters considered by it in passing on the motion of ap-

pellees for the orders made; and beyond doubt, the court

would not have dissolved the injunctions but for its er-

roneous conception of the mandatory nature of the de-

cision of this court in the Fisher Flouring Mills cases.

That the trial court was laboring under a misapprehen-

sion and because thereof inadvertently made the orders

vacating the injunctions, is likewise beyond doubt.

This court in its opinion herein has expressly held that

the facts involved in the two groups of cases were dis-

similar. To quote:

"In those cases the trial court had denied an in-

junction and an application was made to this court

for such an injunction pending the appeal. The situ-

ation is changed by amendment to the law affecting

the remedy of a taxpayer to recover an invalid tax.

The facts alleged also are different from those in-

volved in the Fisher Flouring Mills cases." ]

The decision of this court in the Fisher Flouring Mills

cases did not become controlling, and should not, to any

degree, have controlled, in the matter of the dissolution of

the temporary injunctions in the instant cases.

The court did not make its orders dissolving the injunc-

tions on all grounds generally, nor on the grounds men-

tioned in the motion other than the fifth ground. The tem-

porary injunctions had originally been granted by the

same court, but by different judges of that court, upon a

showing of facts deemed amply sufficient to warrant the

order granting them. Between the time of the issuance of

such injunctions and the hearing on the motions to vacate

them, there were no changes in the facts and circum-
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stances of the cases noted by the trial court excepting the

Fisher decision. Then how can any other grounds be

reasonably ascribed for the orders than the one ground

stated in the order itself?

The trial court thus having been led into error through

a misconstruction of the opinion of this court in the

Fisher Flouring Mills cases, and having because of that

mistake inadvertently vacated the injunctions herein, the

appeals should prevail.

It is clear that in the present case the court definitely

refused to exercise any discretion in passing upon the

issues presented by the motion. No clearer showing

could ever he made in any case, as to such refusal.

Even if it could be said that the court had in fact ex-

ercised its discretion in the matter, it has been held by

this court that a ruling vacating an injunction is not bind-

ing on appeal in the same sense as an order granting or

denying a temporary injunction. The latter is regarded

as discretionary to some extent; but upon a review of an

order dissolving an injunction the appellate court is re-

quired to indulge the presumption that the original order

granting the temporary injunction is valid and proper,

and that that in itself furnishes a prima facie case for

the continuance of the stains quo pending the trial.

In the case of Bathzvell z'. Fitsgerald, et al., 219 Fed.

408 (C. C. A. 9), this court said:

"This brings us to the consideration of the only

question involved in this appeal: Was the lower

court right in dissolving the interlocutory injunction?

The rule that the granting or refusing of a prelim-

inary injunction ordinarily rests in the sound discre-
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tion of the trial court, and the review thereof by an
appellate court is limited to the inquiry whether
there was an abuse of discretion in granting the writ,
is based largely upon the consideration that the ob-
ject and purpose of the preliminary injunction is to
preserve the existing state of things until the right
of the parties can be fairly and fully investigated
and determined upon strictly legal proofs according
to the course and principles of equity. . . But no
such consideration obtains where the trial court dis-

solves a preliminary injunction. The granting of an
injunction to preserve the status quo may be a sub-
stantial and persuasive reason for continuing it in

force. It follows that when a preliminary injunction
has been dissolved, the appellate court will not be
limited to the question whether the trial court has
abused its discretion in dissolving the injunction, but
may inquire into all of the circumstances connected
with the proceedings as they appear of record, and
the effect the dissolution of the injunction may ham
on the rights of the parties."

The reasons for this rule are peculiarly applicable to

the present case where the trial courts, after full hearing

and extended arguments, have determined that the tem-

porary injunction is proper and have entered their orders

providing for the preservation of the status quo pending

the trial and safeguarding the rights of all parties; and

defendant did not, upon the motion to dissolve such tem-

porary injunction, make any showing whatsoever or at-

tempt to make any showing of any change of circum-

stances other than to call the trial court's attention to the

decision of this court in the Fisher Flouring Mills Com-

pany case.
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II.

The Temporary Injunction Having Been Granted

After a Full Hearing and Upon a Showing of Cir-

cumstances Found to Justify Granting Equitable

Relief to Plaintiff, Which Facts Have Not Been

Controverted by Defendant in Any Manner, and

Defendant Not Having Shown Any Change in

Circumstances or Conditions Necessitating the

Vacating of Said Temporary Injunction, the Court

Was Not Justified in Granting Defendant's Motion.

The showing made by plaintiff in its complaint, sup-

plemental complaint, petition for injunction pending ap-

peal and in the affidavits tiled herein, of the circumstances

entitling plaintiff to equitable relief have not been con-

troverted in any manner by the defendant, and stand ad-

mitted in the record in this case. The trial court found

that the circumstances set forth entitled plaintiff to the

relief prayed for. In the order of Judge James in the

Liter Packing Co. case, it was stated that

".
. . there is grave doubt as to the constitution-

ality of the Act. . . . The court also concludes

that the facts alleged show unusual and exceptional

conditions warranting the issuance of an injunction,

exclusive of any consideration of the fact that Con-

gressional action is threatened which may deprive

plaintiff of any right of action at law, as to which

allegation of fact it is believed the court can give

small weight because of its speculative and con-

jectural character."

I
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This minute order was adopted in the opinion of the

other jiidg-es granting the motion for temporary injunc-

tion. No appeal has been taken by the Government from

the order denying the motion to dismiss, and defendants

from time to time have obtained extensions of time to

plead to the bills of complaint.

The motion to vacate was not accompanied by any

affidavits or any showing of any change of circumstances,

or any showing of fact whatsoever.
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III.

The Continuance in Force of the Injunctions Until

the Trial of the Causes on Their Merits Will Not
Harm the Appellees, for the Reason They Are, by

Deposits of Money and Undertakings Made by

Appellants Under Order of Court, Fully Secured

in the Payment of the Taxes if Such Taxes Are

Finally Declared Valid; Whereas, a Lack of Such

Injunction Will Cause Irreparable Damage and

Loss to Appellants.

In its order granting the temporary injunctions the

trial court in eacli case, made an order providing for

the giving by plaintiff of an approved surety bond or

in lieu thereof deposits of sums of money with the

clerk of the United States District Court in amounts

sufficient to secure the collector the payment of the

processing taxes owing by the plaintiff' under the terms

of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, together with penal-

ties, interest and costs, in the event it should be finally

decided that the injunction was improperly issued or the

action should be dismissed. Each of the appellants has

deposited with the clerk of the court the respective sums

of money required or has furnished a corporate surety

bond approved by the court in the required amounts.

Upon granting the supersedeas and injunctions on ap-

peal herein, this court required that appellants each

should cause to be executed and filed in said District

Court a bond of a corporate surety approved by said

court in an amount equal to the unpaid amount of taxes,

penalties and interest then due and for which security had

not theretofore been given, and for the taxes, penalties,

and interest each month thereafter becoming due under

the Agricultural Adjustment Act; and appellants re-

spectively have executed and filed with said clerk a duly
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approved undertaking as required by the order, and will

as and when further processing taxes become due from
them under the terms of the Act furnish in a like manner
the security required.

Thus, it will be observed that, if it should finally be

determined that the Agricultural Adjustment Act and

the Act as amended are constitutional and enforcible, the

appellees will not be damaged in anywise by a continu-

ance in force of the temporary injunctions until that

event transpires. The possession of the money is de-

ferred, but one may afford the withholding of money

for a limited length of time if one receives 1% per

month interest, to say nothing of an additional 5% of the

principal added for the withholding. On the other hand,

if the injunctions are not continued the appellants are

faced with certain and irreparable loss. They may

choose to pay the processing taxes at a ruinous loss to

their business as alleged in their bills of complaint,

without hope of securing a refund thereof if the tax be

ultimately declared invalid, as herein more fully dis-

cussed; or they may refuse to pay the taxes now assessed

and as they are from month to month assessed, and suffer

the consequences of such non-payment. This consequence

might be (1) distraint and sale of all the property and

good will of appellants to the utter loss of all thereof to

appellants, and (2) suffering by the officers and agents

of the appellants the unusually severe and harsh penalties.

It must appear to this Court that the continuance of the

injunctions in force will be of no real detriment to the

appellee Collector, but will be of inestimable benefit to the

appellants. This is not a case wherein appellants are

seeking to avoid a tax for revenue purposes exacted un-

der a statute already adjudicated to be, or which beyond
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a doubt is, constitutional, like the income tax act at the

present time, for example. It is questionable whether the

Act and the amendments thereto are revenue measures at

all, and whether the Act and the amendment are con-

stitutional and enforcible. The law is a new departure

in taxation based on novel and unprecedented lines, the

experience under which according to the allegations of

the bills of complaint herein has brought about a situ-

ation of exceptional and unusual hardship to the appel-

lants by reason of their prior compliance with the law

and will result in extraordinary loss and irreparable dam-

age unless the enforcement of the law is enjoined until

the merits of the cases may be tried and determined, or

until the Supreme Court of the United States declares

itself upon the important questions involved.

The equities of these appellants are in no wise dimin-

ished because the United States Government happens to

be interested in the litigation. Equity delights in equality.

Furthermore, as we have pointed out the appellants are

doing equity by giving, and offering to continue to give,

complete security for the ultimate payment to the Col-

lector of the processing taxes, if finally held to be valid.

The appellants will continue to furnish to the Collector

ample security for the payment of said processing taxes,

becoming due from month to month, and the interest and

all costs assessed against them, if it be finally decided by

judicial decree that the taxes are valid and enforcible.

The rights of the appellees being thus safeguarded in all

respects, it must be admitted that no harm can be suf-

fered by them by reason of an. order of this court pre-

serving the status quo of these cases pending final deter-

mination of the questions involved.

The questions now presented to this court are not now

upon final hearing, but are presented at a stage in the pro-
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ceedings where temporary relief alone is sought. The
merits of the cases cannot be considered or determined at

this time, nor in this proceeding. In the meantime, how-
ever, the appellants and their property rights should be
protected by this court through injunctive relief accord-
ing to the rules and practice of equity, such relief being
made imperative by the circumstances and exigencies

affecting appellants' cases.

Judge Lindley in the case of Kingan & Company v.

Smith, Collector (D. C. Ind.), in an opinion denying a
motion to dismiss the bill of complaint, said:

"Unfortunately there can be no authoritative de-

termination of the constitutional questions involved
until the Supreme Court shall have made its adjudi-
cation thereof. * * * the final decision lies with
the Supreme Court. It is hardly consistent with
equity to permit, during the interim awaiting final

adjudication, collection of taxes, attacked for illegal-

ity without assurance of a remedy for reimburse-
ment. Rather it seems that the court should protect
both the sovereign government, and the subject by
preservation of the existing status until final adjudi-
cation.

"I have made it a condition to the temporary in-

junction issued that all taxes accruing from time to
time shall be paid into court by the taxpayer and de-
posited subject to the order of the court. If it later

be determined that the tax is proper, the government
will receive all the same without deduction, expense
or delay, and without any impediment to its adminis-
trative functions. Thus, it seems to me, equity is

done both parties with injury to neither."

A denial by this court of this appeal from the order
vacating the temporary injunction would have the effect
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of precluding any further prosecution of this cause. The

collector will proceed to enforce payment of the tax in-

volved, so that the action will become moot. It will be im-

possible for plaintiff to obtain in this or any other pro-

ceeding a decision on the merits of the questions pre-

sented by the complaint.

In Foster, etc. v. Haydel, 278 U. S. 1, 13, 14, 7?> L. Ed.

147, 154, the trial court refused to grant a temporary

injunction in an action by a packing company to enjoin

the enforcement of a state statute which forbade the ship-

ment of raw shrimp out of the state of Louisiana for the

purpose of canning. The Supreme Court reversed the

decree, saying:

"If the facts are substantially as claimed by plain-

tiffs, the practical operation and effect of the provi-

sions complained of will be directly to obstruct and

burden interstate commerce. (Citing cases.) The affi-

davits give substantial and persuasive support to the

facts alleged. And as, pending the trial and determi-

nation of the case, plaintiffs will suffer great and ir-

remedial loss if the challenged provisions shall be

enforced, their right to have a temporary injunction

is plain. From the record it quite clearly appears

that the lower court's refusal was an improvident

exercise of judicial discretion."

In Cotting v. Kansas City Stock Yards Co. (C. C.

Kan.), 82 Fed. 850, 857, the opinion was by Justice

Thayer. A suit to enjoin the enforcement of a state

statute fixing minimum charges was dismissed but an in-

junction, pending appeal was allowed, the court saying:

"The great importance of the questions involved

in these cases will doubtless occasion an appeal to
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the supreme court of the United States, where they
will be finally settled and determined. If, on such
appeal, the Kansas statute complained of should be
adjudged invalid for any reason, and in the mean-
time the statutory schedule of rates should be en-

forced, the stock-yards company would sustain a
great and irreparable loss. Under such circum-
stances, as was said in substance, by the Supreme
Court in Hovey v. McDonald, 109 U. S. 150, 161, 3

Sup. Ct. 136, it is the right and duty of the trial

court to maintain, if possible, the status quo pend-
ing an appeal, if the questions at issue are involved
in doubt; and equity rule 93 was enacted in recogni-

tion of that right. The court is of opinion that the

cases at bar are of such moment, and the questions

at issue so balanced with doubt as to justify and re-

quire an exercise of the power in question." (Italics

ours unless otherwise noted.)

As stated in City of Pasadena v. Superior Court, 157

Cal. 781, 790, 795:

''In Poliiii V. Gray, L. R. 12 Chan. Div., 438, it is

said by the master of the rolls : 'It appears to me on

principle that the court ought to possess that juris-

diction, because the principle which underlies all

orders for the preservation of property pending liti-

gation is this, that the successful party is to reap the

fruit of that litigation and not obtain merely a bar-

ren success. That principle, as it appears to me,

applies as much to the court of the first instance be-

fore the first trial, and to the court of appeals before

the second trial, as to the court of last instance be-

fore the hearing of the final appeal.'
"
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IV.

The Temporary Injunctions Should Be Continued in

Force Until the Decision on the Merits of the

Cases Becomes Final ; for Only in and by the Final

Disposition of the Cases on Their Merits, Can

There Be Determined the Important and Con-

trolling Questions of Law and Fact, upon Which

Depend the Right of Appellants to the Relief

Prayed For.

As pointed out in the opinion of the court heretofore

rendered on the application for injunction pending ap-

peal, the questions involved are important questions of

constitutional law and construction of statutes, and the

question of fact as to whether in actual operation the

statutory remedy is adequate or involves a multiplicity

of actions.

The case involves not only the fundamental validity

of the tax but the question as to plaintiff's right to resort

to injunctive relief, and the construction of novel legis-

lative acts which have not yet been passed upon authori-

tatively either as to their constitutionality or proper con-

struction. It has been held that such important questions

as are here presented should not be decided upon the

pleadings, but only after a hearing on the merits.

In Borden Farm Products Co., Inc. v. Baldwin, 293

U. S. 194, the Supreme Court reversed the action of the

District Court in disposing, upon a motion to dismiss, of
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a bill to enjoin the enforcement of the New York Milk

Control law. The trial judge had considered the deci-

sion of the Supreme Court in Nebbia v. Nezv York, 291

U. S. 502, holding' certain sections of the act uncon-

stitutional, as conclusive of the question before him,

and accordingly dismissed the bill without taking testi-

mony. The case was remanded with instructions to pro-

ceed to final hearing and determination of the facts in-

volved. The court in a special concurring opinion by Mr.

Justice Stone, and Mr. Justice Cardoza, said

:

"We are in accord with the view that it is inex-

pedient to determine grave constitutional questions

upon a demurrer to a complaint, or upon an equiva-

lent motion, if there is a reasonable likeHhood that

the production of evidence will make the answer to

the questions clearer."
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Y. T^IAL
The Temporary Injunction Pending Appeal Should Be

Continued in Effect for the Reason That Plaintiff

Under the Amendments to the Agricultural Ad-

justment Act Approved August 24, 1935, Has No
Plain, Complete, or Adequate Remedy at Law.

A. The Provisions of the Recent Amendments to

THE Agricultural Adjustment Act Affecting

Suits for Refund Limit and Restrict the Rem-

edy AT Law in Several Important Particulars.

(1) The Requirement That the Claimant Must Estab-

lish to the Satisfaction of the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue That Claimant Did Not Directly or

Indirectly Include the Amoimt of the Claim in the

Price of the Article or Pass on ''Any Part of Such

Amount to the Vendee or to Any Other Person in

Any Manner" in Effect, Deprives Plaintiff of All

Remedy at Law.

This result is not due to any fault of plaintiff, but

arises from the fact that there is no criterion for

the determination of the indirect incidence of the tax.

The factors involved in the determination of this ques-

tion can only be presented by a month by month showing

of the circumstances of each purchase and each sale in

the course of plaintift"'s business, and when these factors

have been established, the question of the extent to which

each has influenced the price is necessarily speculative.

As pointed out in the complaint [Armour, Tr. pp. 21,

22] in the supplemental complaints and in the petitions

filed herein, plaintiff is unable to sell its finished products

at prices sufficiently high to pay the cost of raw material

and manufacture together with the amount of the proc-
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essing tax. More than 50 separate products result from

the processing of a hog, and because of the nature of the

business of purchasing and processing hogs and selHng

the resulting products it is impossible for plaintift' or any

one else to ascertain what portion of the processing tax

payable upon the processing of the hog is assignable to

the products resulting therefrom. The showing made by

plaintiff in this regard has not been contraverted in any

manner at any stage of these proceedings.

It is impossible to segregate the item of processing

taxes and determine to what extent, if any, the sales price

of pork products is affected by said tax. The tax is paid

on the live weight of the hog. Immediately upon such

processing the hog is converted into numerous different

articles, each of which is affected by separate and distinct

market trends and conditions, and subject to continual

fluctuations over periods of time, varying in length with

each article, but running from a period of a few days to

several months. Upon conversion into such articles the

commodity loses its identity. The prices obtained by

plaintiff on the sale of the articles or products are deter-

mined by competition in the open market with the prod-

ucts of other packers and also with other food products.

These prices fluctuate daily and over a wide range. The

determination of the extent to which the purchase price

obtained by plaintiff might constitute or be properly held

to constitute a portion of the processing tax theretofore

paid by plaintiff would involve the consideration of fac-

tors which it is impossible for plaintiff to establish by

proof, even though plaintiff keeps the most accurate and

complete records possible.

Prices of hogs are peculiarly sensitive to and reflect in-

stantly supply and demand. When hogs are sent to
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market they must be sold, cind if a large supply is sent

to a particular market on a given day, or during a given

period, the price for hogs drops. If the price increases,

farmers send more hogs to market—fewer if the price

decreases. On the other hand, demand is determined by

many factors—by the supply of pork products processors

have on hand, by trade requirements which may induce a

processor to incur a loss, by the supply of hogs in the

country, both present and prospective, by any limitation

of the purchasing power of the public which may cause

a shift of consumption to substitute foods. Prices ob-

tained for pork products are governed by the same supply

and demand factors and by the additional factor that

forty per cent (40%) of the hog is sold as fresh pork

which is highly perishable and must be disposed of with-

in ten days after processing. Cured pork products must

be sold within a limited number of months after process-

ing. It follows that pork products must seek the market

level.

Even if the price obtained by plaintiff upon the sale of

the articles converted from any particular hog could be

determined—and as shown by the plaintiff the same is im-

possible of ascertainment—the problem would still remain

of determining what portion of the sale price so obtained

is to be allocated to the reimbursement of the tax to plain-

tiff, and what portion, if any, to plaintiff's other costs.

Any finding made by the Commissioner on such issue

is bound to be entirely conjectural. The question of

the proper margin of profit for the processor is undeter-

mined nor is there any criterion for the allocation of

profits or losses to the items of tax and manufacturing

cost. Any conjecture or opinion which may be reached

by the Commissioner would be affected by innumerable
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economic factors and matters incapable of legal proof,

either affirmatively or negatively, and any conclusion must

necessarily be based upon entirely arbitrary formulas or

rules. A processing tax cannot be ear-marked against any

particular sale. The District Court, upon review of the

Commissioner's findings, is not presented with an intelli-

gible basis for the review. Equally impossible of proof is

the requirement that the processer show that the tax has

not been passed back to the farmer.

The Supreme Court has held, in a case involving the

tracing of the effect of a freight charge, with a view to

ascertaining who bears the burden of an excessive freight

charge, that difficulties of proof under circumstances less

complex than those presented here are insuperable. In

the case of Southern Pacific Co. v. Darncll-Taenzen Lum-
ber Co., 245 U. S. 531, 62 L. Ed. 451, 455, the suit in-

volved sections of the Interstate Commerce Act provid-

ing for recovery of excess freight charges. The court

said, in an opinion by Justice Holmes, at page 534:

''Behind the technical mode of statement is the con-

sideration, well emphasized by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, of the endlessness and futility of

the effort to follow every transaction to its idtimate

result. 13 Inters. Com. Rep. 680."

The case of Burgess v. Transcontinental Freight

Bureau, 13 Int. Comm. Rep. 66S, cited in the above case,

contains the following statement, at page 680:

"If complainants were obliged to follow every

transaction to its ultimate result and to trace out the

exact commercial effect of the freight rate paid, it

zvotdd never be possible to shozv damages with suf-

ficient accuracy to justify giving them,."
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If the task is endless, futile, or even impossible, to

attempt to prove the incidents of the burden of a freight

charge, which is the last item of expense incurred in a

transaction of sale, it is far more difficult to show or

trace the economic burden of an expense such as a pro-

cessing tax, which is payable at the first stage of pro-

cessing.

In another analogous case, International Harvester

Co. V. Kentucky, 234 U. S. 216, 222, 223, 58 L. Ed. 1284,

the defendants were indicted for violation of Kentucky

statutes which had been construed as prohibiting any

combination for the purpose of fixing prices at an amount

"greater or less than the real value of the article;" and

the real value of the article under Kentucky decisions was

held to be the market value under fair competition and
under normal market conditions. The Supreme Court held

that the standard thus laid down was wholly speculative,

as it required a determination as to what prices would

have been under a wholly imaginary set of circumstances.

The court said:

"The reason is not the general uncertainties of a

jury trial, but that the elements necessary to deter-

mine the imaginary ideal are uncertain both in na-

ture and degree of effect to the acutest commercial
mind. The very community, the intensity of whose
wish relatively to its other competing desires deter-

mines the price that it would give, has to be supposed

differently organized and subject to other influences

than those under which it acts."

Plaintiffs in the present case are required by section

21(d) to prove, in respect to processing taxes, elements

more clearly speculative than were required to be proved
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under the Kentucky decisions. A processor is required

to prove that the tax was not passed on. The term itself

is so vague and uncertain that it has been said to be en-

tirely misleading and inaccurate. In Lash's Products Co.

V. United States, 278 U. S. 175, Mr. Justice Holmes said

(p. 176):

"The phrase 'passed the tax on' is inaccurate, as

obviously the tax is laid and remains on the manu-

facturer and on him alone. . . . The purchaser

does not pay the tax. He pays or may pay the seller

more for the goods because of the seller's burden,

but that is all. . . ."

A tax may be said to be passed on only if the prices

charged the vendees are increased correspondingly because

of the tax. The question of net profit or loss does not deter-

mine the matter, as a manufacturer may, without increas-

ing his prices, earn the same net income as prior to impo-

sition of the tax, through reduction in costs of operation,

or through inventory gains having no relation to the tax.

On the other hand, even though all the tax is passed on,

items of increased costs, inventory losses or lowered out-

put may result in a loss to the processor. The question

of whether the processor has operated at a profit or at a

loss will not necessarily indicate whether the tax has been

passed on or whether the purchaser has been charged a

higher price than he would have been charged except for

the tax.

In effect, section 21(d) requires the processor seeking

refund to prove what prices would have been paid to the

producers and charged to the purchasers if there had

been no tax. The claimant is required to evaluate the

effect of the tax—which is only one of numerous fac-
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tors affecting price—upon the prices paid for hogs and the

prices charged for pork products, and to show as of a

date many months past these purely fictitious prices with

the factor of the processing tax eHminated. It is im-

possible, as the Supreme Court stated in the International

Harvester Co. v. Kentueky case, supra, to reconstruct

prices, leaving out any of the actual factors influencing

either the seller or the purchaser at the time of the sale;

and the Supreme Court has held that it is impossible to

determine the effect of the elimination of a freight charge

upon a sale. Market conditions are such that it is im-

possible to measure the effect of the processing tax upon

prices in the packing business.

While section 21(d) is not entirely clear in this re-

spect, it apparently requires that the tax on each hog must

be traced and proof made, in the case of each sale of the

articles manufactured from the hog, that the price paid

for the hog was not reduced by any part of the tax; and

also that the prices charged for the products were not

increased by any part of the tax, or, if increased, then to

what extent. It may be suggested that claimant without

making proof as to each hog might by a comparison of

average prices, furnish a basis for a rough estimate of

what part of the amount of the tax was shifted to the

farmer in lower prices or to the vendees in high prices.

It is impossible to make the proof under this section in

either manner. It has been shown that a processor can

not keep track of the products from a particular hog.

It is equally true that a comparison of average prices pre-

vailing before and after the imposition of the tax is with-

out probative value. ^
Any probative effect of an inUnence which might arise

from an increase in the price to the vendee or a reduction
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to the producer at the time the tax becomes effective, is

quickly lost with the lapse of time and the intervention

of other factors influencing the price which make it im-

possible to say that such increased price would not have

been charged irrespective of the tax. Because of the fact

that prices for pork products are not stable, but fluctuate

daily, and vary in dift'erent markets on the same day,

there is no standard whatsoever for comparing prices

after the processing tax went into effect with prices be-

fore the tax become effective.

Nor is a comparison of the spread between the pro-

cessor's cost and his selling price with the spread after

the imposition of the tax a matter of any evidentiary im-

portance, for the reason that there is no normal price

spread for hog processes and no way of estabhshing one;

and even if such normal spread were fixed and the spread

was found to be greater after the imposition of the tax,

it would still have to be determined what part of the ex-

cess spread was due to the tax and what part to other

causes, including abnormal influences such as drought

and the Government program of reducing production of

hogs. Even if normal conditions prevail at all times, it

would be impossible to determine to what extent fluctua-

tion in prices was influenced by the single factor of the

processing tax, or to what extent this item can be said to

be responsible for any assumed excess spread.

While the operation of the processing tax as a factor in

determining prices paid for hogs, as well as prices charged

for pork products, is conceded, the extent of such opera-

tion is a fact which necessarily must rest not in proof,

but in mere speculation. A remedy of refund which

is based upon the proof of such speculative factors is

wholly inadequate and illusory.
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The provisions of the Act, as amended, are entirely

novel and constitute a distinct departure from the long-

established policy of the Government with regard to re-

covery of taxes illegally exacted.

This departure from what has heretofore been re-

garded as an adequate remedy at law for illegally collected

taxes is startling in several particulars.

In the case of taxes other than the processing taxes,

it is required that a claim for refund shall be first filed

with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and a waiting

period of six months thereafter is required, to allow time

for administrative consideration of the claim, the claimant

is entitled to, and in fact must, prove his entire claim de

novo^ having only the burden of proving that the Com-

missioner's tax assessment was erroneous, and that the

tax was not in fact due (Rcinccke v. Spalding, 280 U. S.

227).

The marked dissimilarities of procedure between the

remedy provided by the amendments and the provisions

governing suits for refund of income, estate and gift

taxes illustrate clearly the entire inadequacy of the rem-

edy to which the processer is remitted. In the cases of in-

come, estate and inheritance taxes, the Board of Tax
Appeals function before payment of the tax is required

and taxpayers are not bound to contest the tax before the

Board of Tax Appeals, but may elect to pay the tax and

pursue their remedies by suits for refunds in the courts;

the Board of Tax Appeals is a separate and independent

tribunal outside the Treasury Department—the tax de-

termining agency; and the Board sits in review of the

determinations of law made by the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue and hears and decides the case upon evi-
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dence de iioz'o, as in suits in the District Courts. In-

ternatiotial Banding Machine Co. v. Commissioner, 37

F. (2cl) 660.) The Board, in making the record re-

viewable by the courts, functions as does a District Court.

It receives the case upon pleadings made pursuant to

Rules of Practice, and receives evidence in accordance

with the rules applicable to suits in equity in the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia. {Phillips v. Com-

missioner, 283 U. S. 589, 595, 596.) The Board issues

subpoenas, both to private parties and to the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue, supervises the taking of

depositions, and in all respects functions as independently

of the taxing authorities as do the courts. It is required

to make findings of fact and conclusions of law in de-

ciding cases before it, and its opinions are officially re-

ported. (Sections 1211-1230, Title 26, U. S. C. A.)

In contrast, processing-tax payers must make their

proofs at such informal hearings as the Commissioner

shall see fit to prescribe, and before such of the em-

ployees of the Bureau of Internal Revenue as he may

designate. Presumably (as indicated in paragraph (e)

of section 21), employees of the Commissioner will make

so-called field examinations of the accounts and records

of the processing-tax payers, and these ex parte reports

will be part of the record before the court, something

never permitted in cases of other taxpayers. The Com-

missioner, in apparently unlimited administrative discre-

tion, may receive ex parte affidavits and deny all rights of

cross-examination. It is difficult to conceive of a more

incomplete, inadecjiuate, or confused procedure than that
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authorized by section 21. The meager powers vested in

the courts by the amendments fall far short of providing

the judicial determination guaranteed by the Constitution.

Phillips V. Commissioner, 283 U. S. 589, 75 L.

Ed. 1289;

Crowell V. Benson, 285 U. S. 22, 76 L. Ed. 598;

Chicago, B. & 0. R. Co. v. Osborne, 265 U. S. 14,

68 L. Ed. 1278.

The constitutional right to jury trial, which exists in

tax refund cases (Garnhart v. United States, 16 Wall.

162), is denied. A dependent governmental official is con-

stituted both judge and jury, and the record of the cause

is made by him.

It may be suggested that the court should assume that

the Commissioner will make provisions for proper judicial

determination of the questions of fact and lav/, but it is

submitted that rather than subject plaintiff to the risk

of irreparable injury through failure of an adequate

remedy at law, it is necessary to maintain the injunction

until the doubts and difficulties created by the Act have

been cleared up and appropriate administrative procedure

established.

Entirely aside from constitutional objections and the

question of the lack of due process, it is obvious that the

remedy to which the processor is confined by the amend-

ments is not sufficiently complete, adequate or available

to meet the situation which faces the processor.

In any event, the portion of section 21 as amended
which bars plaintiff from recovering processing taxes

which it cannot prove have not been passed on to others is

without iustification.
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The Collector may not, in a court of equity, resist a

suit brought to enjoin him from illegal seizure of plain-

tiff's property, upon the ground that plaintiff cannot show
that he has not exacted an equal amount from the vendee

or some other person.

Under the amended Act plaintiff, under a possible con-

struction, would not be entitled to a refund of any por-

tion of the tax paid if "any part of such amount" has

been passed on the vendee, so that plaintiff, in order to

clearly estabHsh a claim for refund, would, apparently,

be required to show that no consideration whatever was

obtained on sale of its products. Despite the fact that

plaintiff has not passed the tax to the vendee, and in fact

has suffered a loss of several thousand dollars monthly

for several months past in the operation of its hog busi-

ness, it will, nevertheless, be unable to recover back the

amount of any tax illegally levied.

The provisions of Section 156 of Title 26 of U. S. C. A.,

which applied to claims such as plaintiff's prior to the

amendment of August 24, 1935, placed no restraint what-

soever as to the amount of illegal tax paid by plaintiff

which could be recovered by it nor was there any require-

ment that plaintiff prove that the tax had not been passed

on directly or indirectly to the vendee or to any other

person in any manner.

The requirement imposed by the Act in this respect

goes far beyond any provision of any previous statute.

In the case of United States v. Jefferson Electric Man-
ufacturing Co., 78 L. Ed. 859, 868, 871, 291 U. S. 386,

394, 402 (relied upon by appellee), the court held that the

automobile accessory manufacturers' excise tax refund

provision did not constitute a lack of due process. No
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question of the relative adequacy of legal and equitable

remedies was involved. The evidence showed and the

trial courts apparently found that the manufacturer had

charged a price for his products plus an amount repre-

senting the tax. The provision of Section 424 of the

Excise Tax Act involved in that case merely required

that the claimant establish "that such amount was not

collected directly or indirectly from the purchasers." In

the present Act the right to a refund is subject to the fur-

ther requirements in this respect that the tax shall not

have been included in the price "of any article processed

from the commodity with respect to w^hich it was imposed"

and the claimant must show that he has not "passed on any

part of such amount to the vendee or to any other person

in any manner." He must also show "That the price paid

by the claimant * * * was not reduced by any part

of such amount." The Excise Tax Act further expressly

provided, unlike the Agricultural Adjustment Act as

amended, for the substitution of a bond in lieu of proof

that the claim.ant had himself borne the burden of the tax.

The tax involved in that case was upon the identical arti-

cles sold and not upon some other commodity from which

the said articles had been converted. Likewise, the Excise

Tax involved was made to take effect upon the very act

of sale of the articles and not upon some prior transaction

respecting some commodity from which these articles had

subsequently been converted. The manufacturer therefore

was not beset with the difficulties presented by the process-

ing tax and was in a position to readily show whether the

tax arising upon the sale had actually been borne by him-

self or by the purchaser.

Section 424 of the Revenue Act which was there in

question, made no changes in the existing system of re-

funds (p. 397).
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The Commissioner under that section was not the fact-

finding body and did not create the record in the case,

and the taxpayer was permitted to sue de novo in the Dis-

trict Court or the Court of Claims upon his claim. Again

the Act applied only to refunds on sales taxes. Indian

Motorcycle Co. v. United States, 283 U. S. 570. The tax

being a tax on the sale, the purchaser was the real party

in interest unless the manufacturer could prove he had

borne the burden of tax, which is one of the items making

up the cost of operation. On the other hand, the pro-

cessing tax is not upon the sale but upon the first act of

manufacturing. The purchaser is not the real party in

interest because the tax does not operate upon the sale to

the purchaser.

In the Jefferson Electric case, the specific amount of the

tax paid with respect to the article sold was a definite

specific amount which was established beyond controversy.

Obviously there was nothing arbitrary in the require-

ment of that Act that tne manufacturer either prove that

he had not collected the tax from the purchaser or give a

bond to reimburse the purchasers. The case is no author-

ity for the contention that the existence of a right of re-

covery, even under the provisions of that Act, should stay

the hand of equity in enjoining the enforcement of exac-

tions of taxes, the validity of which is questioned. Cer-

tainly no case has gone so far as to hold that equity will

consider as adequate a remedy at law which is subject to

the drastic limitations of the Agricultural Adjustment Act

as amended; and any such ruling would be directly con-

trary to the well established rule of prior decisions that

the remedy at law in order to deprive equity of jurisdiction

must be adequate, speedy, plain, and complete, and not an

impracticable or theoretical remedy which does not reason-
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ably and fairly meet the situation or is not as efficient to

the ends of justice or to its prompt administration as the

remedy in equity.

As set forth in plaintiff's complaint, the original bill

amending the Agricultural Adjustment Act as passed by

the House of Representatives took away entirely the right

of a processor to recover taxes illegally collected. It is

evident from a consideration of the operation of the

amendment as finally passed that while it does not purport

to take away entirely the remedy of the processor, it will

in actual operation have that effect. If the Act had gone

through as originally proposed it would have been uncon-

stitutional as an attempt to cure an illegal and unauthor-

ized tax by denying all remedy to the taxpayers. (Gra-

ham V. Goodcell 282 U. S. 409, 430, 75 L. Ed. 415.

441.) The amendment as passed, is calculated to reach

the same result by presenting such substantial and, in fact

insuperable, obstacles that the nominal remedy is not

actually available or effective.

The fact that all or part of a tax has been or may pos-

sibly be passed on creates no equity in the Government.

The relations between the processor and his customers

may be affected, depending upon the terms of the con-

tract betwen them, but this furnishes no defense to the

Government in an action to restrain the collection of the

tax in the first instance. If the injunction is denied on

the ground that the refund provision is adequate, then any

type of illegal exaction may be enforced against a manu-

facturer or vendor upon the plea that it has, in fact, been

passed on to the public.
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As stated by Judge Paul, in the case of Shenan-

doah Milling Company v. N. B. Early, Jr., etc. (Septem-

ber 23, 1935); (D. C. Va.) :

"I am not impressed by the argument that the gov-

ernment should not be compelled to pay the taxpayer

anything except what he himself can show he had

paid. That position is that the government wants to

keep money it has illegally collected from some one

else because that other person can not show where he

got it. The equities of the government are not above

the equities of the citizen."

(a) The Fact That Under the Amendments There Is

No Accurate Method for Computing Plaintiffs'

Damage, and That the Amount Cannot Be Ade-

quately Proved, in Itself Requires Equitable Relief

Against the Exaction of Illegal Levies.

It was asserted in defendant's brief, heretofore filed,

that plaintiff has "a complete remedy at law under the

provisions of the Act itself. // it cannot supply the evi-

dence to sustain this allegation it is no better in its equity

action than it zvould he at law, for, as heretofore pointed

out, if the provision requiring such proof is valid it must

be made in equity as well as in law . . ." (p. 40.)

The true rule is the exact converse of this statement.

It is well settled the fact that there is no certain method

for computing the amount of the recovery at law or for

adequately proving the amount of damages is, in itself,

and without regard to any other circumstances, sufficient

to give equity jurisdiction and entitles a party to equitable

relief.
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In the equity action, unlike the law action, it is unneces-

sary to prove the extent of the loss. It is only necessary

to show that there will probably be some loss ; the amount

is immaterial.

In the law action plaintiff cannot recover the difference

between the amount of the processing tax which it cannot

prove it did not pass on and the amount of such process-

ing tax which it actually did not pass on. As shown

in the record, it cannot recover this latter amount—even

though it shall equal the full amount of the tax—due to

the absence of any certain method, under the circum-

stances, for computing the amount not passed on or for

adequately proving such amount.

As stated in 32 Corpus Juris, pp. 62, 63, Sec. 40:

"An action for damages is an inadequate remedy

where there is no method by which the amount of the

damage can be accurately computed, or where the

amount cannot be adequately proved."

In Texas Co. v. Central Fuel Oil Co. (C. C. A. 8),

194 Fed. 1, 11, 12, an order dismissing the bill was re-

versed with directions to grant a preliminary injunction

to prevent violation of a monthly installment contract

to deliver crude oil. The court said:

"The damages in this case are impossible of proof.

No one can say what amount of oil the Central Com-
pany will or can produce during the life of the con-

tract by a conscientious attempt to comply with it.

Any damages awarded would be wholly speculative

and uncertain, and without any possibility of suf-

ficient legal proof to sustain the judgment."
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And on the question of multiplicity of actions

:

"If, as suggested, successive actions for the dam-
ages suffered may be instituted upon the expiration

of certain fixed periods, when the amount of oil

taken from the wells during the preceding period has

been ascertained, there would necessarily have to be

a multiplicity of suits, to avoid which the interven-

tion of a court of equity is certainly proper."

The case was followed in Marquette Cement Mining

Co. V. Ogleshy Coal Co. (D. C. 111.), 253 Fed. 107, 117,

where the court said:

"Equity jurisdiction was sustained, because plain-

tiff could not recover all the damages it might sus-

tain, and because they were impossible of proof, the

amount of oil which the defendant could produce

being uncertain. So in this present case no one can

tell what damage the cement company may sustain

by future subsidence. Future actions at law would
be necessary as the injury progressed. Recurring

suits for damages would be more vexatious and ex-

pensive than effective."

In Angler v. Webber, 14 Allen 211, 92 Am. Dec. 748,

750, in a decision by Justice Bigelow, the court said:

"The damages are in their nature such as not to

be susceptible of proof or exact computation; and the

injury caused by the acts of the defendants is a con-

stantly recurring one, for which multiplied suits at

law would afford but an imperfect remedy."
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See, also:

Columbia College of Music etc. v. Tunberg

(Wash.), 116 Pac. 280, 282;

Crouch V. Central Labor Council (Ore.), 293 Pac.

729, 732;

Chas. C. Wilson & Son v. Harrisburg (Me.), 77

Atl. 7^7, 791

;

Pitts V. Carothers (Miss.), 120 So. 830, 831-832;

Gilchrist v. Van Dyke (Vt.), 21 Atl. 1099, 1100.

Defendant has never at any time suggested and counsel

have not been informed of any method whatsoever by

which plaintiff may prove, as it is required to do under the

Act as amended, the sales price of each "article processed

from the commodity with respect to which" the tax was

imposed and with respect to each such sale establish by

proof the incidence of the tax. Such proof is entirely

unavy^i^able.

At several places in defendant's brief, heretofore filed

herein, the statement is made that it is incumbent on peti-

tioner to show affirmatively in this present proceeding ''the

complete status of its business", including other than ''hog

products", even though such products are in no way

affected by the tax, and the facts with reference to such

products cannot be considered pertinent to any inquiry in-

volved in this suit (p. 39).

If an answer to this contention is necessary, it is found

in the case of Oliphant v. Richman (N. J.), 59 Atl. 241,

242, where the court said:

"Irreparable damage does not mean that the com-
plainant must show that all his financial transactions
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will be ruined unless the relief sought is granted.

It means that, with reference to the particular right

or property referred to in the hill of complaint, the

complainant will be irreparably deprived of it unless

the relief sought is granted."

(2) The Provision That in Any Judicial Proceeding

Relating to the Claim for Refund ''a Transcript of

the Hearing Before the Commissioner Shall Be Duly

Certified and Filed as the Record in the Case and

Shall Be So Considered by the Court" (Sec. 21(d),

Subdivision (1)) , Is Such a Limitation on the Rem-
edy at Lazv as to Constitute the Same Wholly In-

adequate.

There is no provision for a trial by jury and in fact no

provision for any determination of the weight of the evi-

dence, whether by court or by jury. Apparently the

court on review of the Commissioner's decision would

be bound by any evidence in the record, whether credible

or otherwise.

The constitutional questions which arise under the Act

as amended are questions which the claimant is entitled to

present before a court which is empowered to hear any

and all competent evidence, and which is not limited to

the review of evidence before some inferior tribunal.

In Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v. Osborne, 265 U. S. 14,

16, 68 L. Ed. 878, 880, the court held that a provision for

a writ of error to the Supreme Court of the state to

review the record of a board of equalization is not an

adequate remedy. The court said:

"When such a charge as the present is made, it

can be tried fully and fairly only by a court that can
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hear any and all competent evidence, and that is not

bound by findings of the impHcated board for which

there is any evidence, always easily produced."

Apparently, under the Act, the Commissioner is to be

the final judge of the facts and no further evidence may

be introduced before the court so that the review of the

Commissioner's ruling is limited to the question of

whether there is any evidence before the Commissioner

tending to support his findings. The senatorial debates

for Thursday, August 15, 1935, support this construction.

"Senator Borah: The court would have authority

to take new evidence?

"Senator Smith: I think the record in the case,

as in all tax cases, is made up here.

"Senator Borah: And that record would be con-

clusive ?

"Senator Smith: That record would be con-

clusive.

"Senator Borah: That is just the same as deny-

ing a man any right to go into court. That really

nullifies the Seriate provision/'

Senator Borah then remarked:

"Senator Borah: But the hearing is before a

political appointee; that is, the Internal Revenue Com-
missioner. It is not before a judicial body but before

a political body, and that political body, by its de-

cision, determines whether or not the taxpayer is to

have an opportunity in a judicial body."

In the same report Senator Johnson said:

"The report (i. e., the conference report, which is

the same as the Act) hedges about the right of the

individual in such fashion as to make it extremely

difficult for that right to be exercised at all."
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(3) The Provision That No Suit for Refund Under the

Agricultural Act as Amended Based Upon the In-

validity of the Tax ''Shall Be Maintained in Any
Court, Unless Prior to the Expiration of Six

Months After the Date on Which Such Tax Im-

posed by This Title Has Been Finally Held Invalid

a Claim Therefore'' Is Filed by the Person Entitled

Thereto (Sec. 21(d) (2)), Renders Such Remedy
Uncertain and Inadequate.

It is doubtful, under this provision, whether claimant

could, at the present time, file any claim or initiate any

proceeding for the recovery at law of any tax paid by it.

Apparently the initiation of such action must await a de-

cision of the Supreme Court by which the Agricultural

Adjustment Act as amended is finally held invalid. This

uncertainty as to the availability, at present, of the

remedy provided, is sufhcient alone to give equity juris-

diction of the present action.

(4) The Provision Tliat Any Claim Filed for Refund
Must Conform ''to Such Regidations as the Com-
misioner of Internal Revenue, With the Approval

of the Secretary of the Treasury, May Prescribe''

(Sec. 21(d) (2)), in View of the Fact That, as

Stated in the Record, No Such Regidations Have
Been Prescribed, Renders the Remedy at Lazv In-

adequate.

As stated in the case of Fredenberg v. Whitney (D. C.

Wash.), 240 Fed. 819, 822, 823:

"In these days of industrial expansion, parties

should have a right to have any issue zvhich involves

their financial status speedily adjusted, and this right

should not be permitted to rest upon the discretion of

the other party, and a legal remedy, to be adequate,

must be a remedy which the party himself controls

and can assert at the moment."
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(5) The Provision That No Suit or Proceedings Shall

Be Begun on Any Claim Before the Expiration of

One Year From the Date of Filing Such Claim Un-

less the Commissioner Renders a Decision Within

That Time (Sec. 21(d) (2)) Presents a Further

Limitation Upon the Legal Remedy Which, in View

of the Facts of This Case, Renders the Legal Rem-

edy Inadequate.

The limitation prescribed by Section 156 of Title 26,

U. S. C. A., which was applicable to all such refund

claims prior to August 24, 1935, was six months. The

extension of such period for an additional period of six

months, in view of the multiplicity of issues necessarily

presented by a claim for refund by plaintiff, and the

vast amount of detailed evidence necessary to present a

claim for each month of the year, renders the remedy

provided so inadequate and impracticable as to warrant

the interposition of equity.

Until the provisions of the Act have received judicial

interpretation by the Supreme Court it is impossible to

say what a claimant's rights are. Relief should be granted

until all doubt is removed. The Supreme Court has held

that any doubt as to the construction or uncertainty as to

the operation of a refund statute warrants granting of an

injunction against the collection of taxes.

Union Pacific R. R. Co. v. Weld County, 247 U.

S. 282, 62 L. Ed. 1110;

Atlantic Coast Line v. Daughton, 262 U. S. 413,

67 L. Ed. 1051.
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The amendments in question are entirely novel and

constitute a complete departure from existing refund

remedies. Obviously, the adequacy of the remedy is

seriously impaired, if not entirely destroyed. It follows

that, even though more than one meaning may be given

to the amendments in question, the remedy therein pro-

vided is so uncertain that equity should take jurisdiction

until the doubt has been removed through a final decision

of the Supreme Court.

The prevention of a full right of review is, in itself,

sufficient to constitute the remedy inadequate; likewise,

the uncertainty of the provisions and their doubtful con-

stitutionality are, in themselves, sufficient to render the

remedy inadequate. The uncertainty of the provisions is

strikingly illustrated by the refusal of counsel for defend-

ant to assume a definite position with respect to any of

the provisions of the amended Act, or on any of the

questions raised involving either the construction or

validity of the amendment.

The Supreme Court has repeatedly held that where the

meaning of a statute purported to afiford a legal remedy

is not entirely clear, the claimant should not be required

to assume the risk of an unfavorable construction, but

should be granted equitable relief.

Davis V. Wakelee, 156 U. S. 680, 687-688;

Dawson v. Kentucky Distilleries Co., 255 U. S.

288, 295-296;

Hopkins V. Telephone Co., 275 U. S. 393, 399;
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In Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Weld County, 247 U. S. 282,

285, 62 L. Ed. 1110, 1116, the court said, after referring

to decisions under an earlier statute:

"If that section is still in force unqualified and un-

modified, the conclusion below that in this case there

is a plain, adequate, and complete remedy at law,

and therefore that relief by injunction is not ad-

missible, is fully sustained by our decisions.

"And if tlie section has been so qualified and

modified that the continued existence of the right

originally conferred on the taxpayer is involved in

uncertainty, an essential element of the requisite rem-

edy at law is wanting; for, as this court has said:

'It is a settled principle of equity jurisprudence that,

if the remedy at law be doubtful, a court of equity

will not decline cognizance of the suit. . . .

Where equity can give relief, plaintiff ought not to

be compelled to specidate upon the chance of his ob-

taining relief at laivf Davis v. Wakelee, 156 U. S.

680, 688."

In Atlantic Coast Line v. Daughton, 262 U. S. 413,

supra, the court said:

"But the statute mainly relied upon is a recent

one which appears not to have been construed and

applied by the highest court of the state. In the

absence of such decision we cannot say the remedy
at law is plain and adequate."



(ft) A Court of Equity Is Not Deprived of Jurisdiction

to Grant Injunctive Relief, Where the Remedy at

Lazv Is Not Equally Plain, Speedy, Complete or

Practical, and as Efficient to Attain the Ends of

Justice Both in Respect of the Final Relief Sought,

and the Mode of Obtaining It, as Is the Relief in

Equity.

In Cable v. U. S. Life Ins. Co., 191 U. S. 288, 303, 48

L. Ed. 188, the court said at page 303 (192)

:

"It is true that the remedy or defense which will

oust an equity court of jurisdiction must be as com-

plete and as adequate, as sufficient and as final, as the

remedy in equity, or else the latter court retains juris-

diction; and it must be a remedy which may be re-

sorted to zmthout impediment created otherwise than

by the act of the party, and the remedy or defense

must be capable of beinp; asserted without rendering

the party asserting it liable to the imposition of heavy

penalties or forfeitures, arising other than by reason

of its own act.''

In Standard Oil Co. v. Atlantic Coast Line R. Co.

(D. C Ky.), 13 Fed. (2) 633, 635, 636, 637, aff. 275

U. S. 257, 72 L. Ed. 270, the court held that equity could

assume jurisdiction of an action to enjoin a railway from

charging excess freight over reasonable charges. The

court said:

''It is well settled, however, that, to constitute an

adequate remedy at law, the remedy must be as com-

plete, practicable, and as efficient, both in respect to

the final relief sought and the mode of obtaining it,

as is the remedy in ecjuity. * * *
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"No recovery could ht allowed a plaintiff in such

an action until he had established to the satisfaction

of the jury, not only that the rates charged were un-

reasonable, but the extent of their unreasonableness.

* * *

"So, in trying to enforce in this court its common-

law right of action, the plaintiff would be confronted

with substantial obstacles, with which it is not con-

fronted in this equity action."

In Clark v. Pigeon River Improvement etc. Co. (C. C.

A. 8), 52 Fed. (2) 550, 557, the court said:

"That remedy, however, must be one that is ade-

quate, speedy, plain, and complete, not an imprac-

ticable or theoretical remedy which does not reason-

ably and fairly meet the situation to accomplish the

purposes of justice."

See also:

Munn V. Des Moines Nat. Bank (C. C. A. 8), 18

Fed. (2) 269, 271;

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc R. Co. v. Sullivan

(C. C. A. 8), 173 Fed. 456, 470;

Nutt V. Ellerbe (Three-Judge court, S. C), 56

Fed. (2) 1058, 1063;

Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Weld County, 247 U. S.

282, 285, 62 L. Ed. 1110, 1116;

Fredenberg v. Whitney (D. C. Wash.), 240 Fed.

819, 822, 823;

Magruder v. Belle Fourche Valley Water Users'

Association (C. C. A. 8), 219 Fed. 72, 79;

Jewctt Bros. & Jewett v. Chicago M. & St. P. Ry.

Co. (C. C. S. D.), 156 Fed. 160, 167.
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VI.

The Practical Operation of the Amended Act Will

Result in a Multiplicity of Suits or at Any Rate

a Multiplicity of Causes Which Will Constitute

That Needless, Vexatious and Interminable Liti-

gation From Which Equity Will Grant Relief.

Under the Act as amended, plaintiff will be required

to file a claim for refund for each month's tax paid and

such claim upon rejection will give a right of action

thereon. Whether such actions be brought singly or in

groups, the difficulty of the situation as it affects the

claimant will be the same. It must prove separately as to

each month the amount of tax paid and the circumstances

of each purchase and sale during this taxable period.

The disadvantage of multiple actions would not be miti-

gated in the least by delaying action until the causes of

action had accumulated or until the end of the statutory

period. In any view of the Act as amended the plaintiff

is remitted to the choice between utterly ruinous delay and

engaging in repeated and prolonged litigation only slightly

less ruinous.

That the rule as to multiplicity cannot be narrowly

construed is well illustrated by the case of Hale v. Allin-

son, 188 U. S. 56, 47 L. Ed. 380, relied upon by de-

fendant :

"Cases in sufficient number have been cited to show

how divergent are the decisions on the question of

jurisdiction. It is easy to say it rests upon the pre-
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vention of a multiplicity of suits, but to say whether

a particular case comes within the principle is some-

times a much more difficult task. Each case, if not

brought directly within the principle of some preced-

ing case, must, as we think, be decided upon its own

merits mid upon a survey of the real and substantial

convenience of all parties, the adequacy of the legal

remedy, the situations of the different parties, the

points to be contested and the result zvhich woidd fol-

low if jurisdiction shotdd be assumed or denied; these

various matters being factors to be taken into con-

sideration upon the question of equitable jurisdiction

on the ground, and whether within reasonable and

fair grounds the suit is calculated to be in truth one

which will practically prevent a multiplicity of litiga-

tion and will be an actual convenience to all parties,

and will not unreasonably overlook or obstruct the

material interests of any."

It is readily seen that an application for refund remedy

provided by the Act as amended will result in exactly the

same situation as that before the court in Hill v. Wallace,

259 U. S. 54, for the reason that the same detail of proof

will be required as of each individual transaction.

There may be decisions m which the necessity of

monthly suits or presentations of claims has been held not

necessarily to result in a multiplicity of suits in the equity

sense but we have not been cited to such decisions. The

necessity of monthly suits under circumstances involving

much less hardship than the refund remedy under discus-
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sion has been held to give rise to multipHcity of actions

in the equity sense.

Postal Cable Telegraph Co. v. Cumberland T. and

T. Co., 177 Fed. 726 (D. C);

Minuetonka Oil Co. v. Cleveland Vitrified Brick

Co., Ill Pac. 326 (Okla.);

Texas Co. v. Central Fuel Oil Co., 194 Fed. 1

(C. C. A. 8), supra.

Certainly, if the practical necessity of monthly suits is

ever to be regarded as constituting a multiplicity of ac-

tions, the present case on this ground alone is a situation

where equity will relieve from the hardship of unnecessary

and interminable litigation.

The effect of the recent amendments to the Agricultural

Adjustment Act is to multiply the difficulties of a refund

suit both by its novel requirements of proof of the cir-

cumstances of each purchase and sale and by the enforced

delay in the institution of the original proceedings and

also by the confusing nature of the procedure for prose-

cution of the claim.
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VII.

Section 3224 of the Revised Statutes Does Not Bar

Relief and Did Not Require That the Existing

Injunction Be Dissolved.

The section reads:

"No suit for the purpose of restraining the assess-

ment or collection of any tax shall be maintained in

any court."

This language, like the language of section 21 (a) re-

ferred to in the succeeding point, is broad enough on its

face to bar any injunction suit against the collection of

taxes. However, the Supreme Court has held many times

that the prohibition of the statute is not absolute.

It is well established that plaintiff's right to injunctive

rehef is not barred by the provisions of section 3224 of

the Revised Statutes if a showing is made of the inade-

quacy of the legal remedy or of other circumstances bring-

ing the case within a recognized head of equity jurisdic-

tion.

Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co., 284 U. S.

498, 76 L. Ed. 422;

Skagit County v. Northern Pac. Ry. Co., 61 F.

(2d) 638 (C. C A. 9).

As stated in Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co.,

supra, it would require a special and particular provision

to suggest a construction which would prohibit resort to

the relief which equity affords in cases of inadequacy of

legal remedy or other exceptional circumstances
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In that case the suit was against the Collector of In-

ternal Revenue to enjoin the collection of a tax, and it

was defended on the ground that section 3224 was an ab-

solute bar to injunctive relief. The court said at page

506, 507:

"And this court likewise recognizes the rule that,

in cases where complainant shows that in addition

to the illegality of an exaction in the guise of a tax

there exist special and extraordinary circumstances

sufficient to bring the case within some acknozvledged

head of equity jurisprudence, a suit may be main-

tained to enjoin tiic collector. (Citing cases.) Sec-

tion 3224 is declaratory of the principle first men-

tioned and is to be construed as near as may be in

harmony with it and the reasons upon which it rests.

(Citing cases.) The section does not refer specifically

to the ride applicable to cases involving exceptional

circumstances. The general words employed are not

sufficient, and it woidd require specific language un-

doubtedly disclosing that purpose, to warrant the in-

ference that Congress intended to abrogate that salu-

tary and well established rule. This court has given

effect to §3224 in a number of cases. (Citing cases.)

It has never held the rule to be absolute, but has re-

peatedly indicated that extraordinary and exceptional

circumstances render its provisions inapplicable.

(Citing cases.)"

It appears, therefore, that where a taxpayer challenges

the tax upon constitutional or other grounds going to the

entire validity of the tax, the rule of the exception as to

special and extraordinary circumstances is particularly

applicable. The record in this case presents a situation

where the legal remedy is not only plainly inadequate, but
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in practical operation necessarily results in a multiplicity

of suits. On both grounds the case comes within, the

category of special and extraordinary circumstances.

Hopkins V. Southern CaL Telephone Co., 275 U.

S. 393, 72 L. Ed. 329;

Raymond v. Chicago Union Traction Co., 207 U.

S. 20, 37, 39, 52 L. Ed. 90;

Wallace v. Hines, 253 U. S. 66, 67, 64 L. Ed. 782;

Union Pacific Railroad Co. v. Weld County, 247

U. S. 282, 285, 62 L. Ed. 410;

Atlantic Coast Line Ry. v. Daughton, 262 U. S.

413, 425, 67 L. Ed. 1051;

Wilson V. Illinois Southern Railroad Co., 263 U.

S. 574, 576, 68 L. Ed. 456.

In the case of Hill v. Wallace, 259 U. S. 462, 68 L. Ed.

822, in an opinion written by Justice Taf t, the court said

:

"A further question arises as to whether this is a

suit for an injunction against the collection of the

tax in. violation of §3224, Rev. Stats., in so far as it

seeks relief against the District Attorney and Col-

lector of Internal Revenue. Were this a state act,

injunction would certainly issue against such officers

under the decisions in Ex parte Young, 209 U. S.

123; Ohio Tax Cases, 232 U. S. 576, 587; McFar-

land V. American Sugar Refining Co., 241 U. S. 79,

82. Does §3224, Rev. Stats., prevent the applica-

tion of similar principles to a federal taxing act?
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It has been held by this court, in Dodge v. Brady,

240 U. S. 122, 126, that §3224 of the Revised Stat-

utes does not prevent an injunction in a case ap-

parently within its terms in which some extraordi-

nary and entirely exceptional circumstances make its

provisions inapplicable. See also Dodge v. Osborn,

240 U. S. 118, 122. In the case before us, a sale of

grain for future delivery without paying the tax will

subject one to heavy criminal penalties. To pay the

heavy tax on each of many daily transactions which

occur in the ordinary business of a member of the

exchange, and then sue to recover it back would nec-

essitate a multiplicity of suits and, indeed, would be

impracticable. For the Board of Trade to refuse to

apply for designation as a contract market in order

to test the validity of the act would stop its 1600

members in a branch of their business most impor-

tant to themselves and to the country. We think

these exceptional and extraordinary circumstances

with respect to the operation of this act make %3224
inapplicable."

It will be noted that the court specifically holds that the

principles governing the exceptions to the appHcation of

Section 3224 are the same as those which the Supreme

Court had laid down in suits involving injunctions against

state taxes.

Whatever may have been the situation prior to the

amendments of August 24, 1935, the conditions and bur-

dens placed by the amendment upon the recovery of taxes

illegally collected resulted in such special and extraordi-

nary circumstances as to entitle the plaintiff to an injunc-

tion pending decision upon the merits.
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VIII.

Section 21a of the Amended Act Does Not Bar Relief

and Did Not Require That the Existing Injunc-

tion Be Dissolved.

Section 21a of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as

amended, provides:

"Sec. 21. (a). No suit, action, or proceeding

(including probate, administration, receivership, and

bankruptcy proceedings) shall be brought or main-

tained in any court if such suit, action, or proceed-

ing is for the purpose or has the effect (1) of pre-

venting or restraining the assessment or collection

of any tax imposed or the amount of any penalty or

interest accrued under this title on or after the date

of the adoption of this amendment, or (2) of ob-

taining a declaratory judgment under the Federal

Declaratory Judgments Act in connection with any

such tax or such amount of any such interest or pen-

alty. In probate, administration, receivership, bank-

ruptcy, or other similar proceedings, the claim of the

United States for any such tax or such amount of

any such interest or penalty, in the amount assessed

by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, shall be

allowed and ordered to be paid, but the right to

claim the refund or credit thereof and to maintain

such claim pursuant to the applicable provisions of

law, including subsection (d) of this section, may be

reserved in the court's order."
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(1) Section 21(a) Was Not Made a Ground of Defend-
ant's Motion to Vacate the Temporary Injunction,

and Therefore Cannot Be Relied Upon as Supporting

the Order Appealed From.

The provisions of section 21a are not referred to directly

or indirectly in the motion to vacate the injunction which

was made upon the five grounds set forth. [Armour Tr.

pp. 62-64.] The provisions of section 21a were referred

to for the first time in these proceedings by defendant on

the last page of its brief on the application of appellants

for injunction pending appeal. The section was not pre-

sented to or considered by the trial court at the time of

the hearing on the motion to vacate the injunction or at

any other time. It is well settled that neither the appellant

nor the respondent may suggest on appeal for the first

time the ground for either upholding or opposing the rul-

ing of the trial court which was not suggested to the trial

court.

Alaska Salmon Co. v. Territory of Alaska (C. C.

A. 9), 236 Fed. 62, 6?>;

Van Norden v. Chas. R. McCormick Lumber Co.

(C. C. A. 9), 17 F. (2) 568;

Hercules Powder Co. v. Rich (C. C. A. 8), 3 F.

(2) 12.

(2) The Provisions of Section 21a of the Amended Act

Are Limited in Application to Taxes "Imposed" on

or After the Date of the Adoption of the Amend-
ment.

Obviously the phrase "on or after the date of the adop-

tion of this amendment" modifies the preceding phrase

"any tax imposed, etc." and does not refer back to the
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clause beginning "no suit, action or proceeding, etc." The

phrase "on or after the date of this act" is placed in a

separately numbered subdivision 1, and its arrangement

and punctuation indicate that the reference is to the tax

rather than to the suit.

The Congressional Committee reports thoroughly indi-

cate that this was the intent of Congress. The House

Committee on Agriculture with reference to section 21a

(which was then designated as 21b) contained the follow-

ing:

"Section 29 contains a proposed new section to the

act (sec. 21 (b)), * which specifically denies the

right to enjoin or restrain the collection of any tax

under the act imposed after the date of adoption of

the amendment, or to obtain a declaratory judgment

in connection with any such tax." (74th Congress,

1st Session, House of Representatives, Report No.

1241, p. 20.)

This section therefore has no appHcation to the present

case.

(3) Section 21(a) Should Not Be Construed, Even as to

Future Taxes, as an Absolute Bar to Equitable Re-

lief.

(a) The section is substantially identical with section

3224 of Revised Statutes, and under well settled rules of

construction is to be considered as a re-enactment merely

of that statute.

That section 21(a) is a re-enactment of section 3224 is

obvious from the fact that the latter section incorporates

the identical language of the first.
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In the following quotation we have set forth the perti-

nent portion of section 21(a) and have placed in italics the

words taken from section 3224 (which are all the words

contained in said section 3224).

"Sec. 21(a). No suit, action, or proceeding (in-

cluding probate, administration, receivership, and

bankruptcy proceedings) shall be brought or main-

tained in any court if such suit, action or proceeding

is for the purpose or has the effect (I) of preventing

or restraining the assessment or collection of any

tax . . ."

The italicized words comprise every word appearing in

section 3224. The added words of course have no applica-

tion to the present case.

As stated in Hecht v. Malley, 265 U. S. 144, 153, 68 L.

Ed. 949,

"In adopting the language used in an earlier act. Con-

gress must be considered to have adopted also the

construction given by this court to such language,

and made it a part of the enactment."

Heald v. District of Columbia, 254 U. S. 20, 65

L. Ed. 106;

Lattinter v. U. S., 223 U. S. 501, 56 L. Ed. 526.

For nearly a century, the Supreme Court had construed

section 3224 not as an absolute bar, but as subject to ex-

ceptions. To assume that Congress did not intend that

section 21(a) should be subject to these well established

exceptions is to assume that Congress intended to deprive

the processor of any means of questioning the constitu-

tionality of processing taxes.
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The purposes of such re-enactment of section 3224

have been suggested to be, among others, the following:

(aa) To extend the provisions of section 3224 to

include, not only injunctions in the strict sense, but

interlocutory orders in probate, administration, re-

ceivership and bankrutpcy proceedings. The solici-

tor for the Department of Agriculture, Mr. Seth

Thomas, expressly stated, at page 23 of his opinion,

after quoting section 3224:

'Tt is the Government's position that if such a pro-

vision is valid with respect to suits or proceedings

which restrain the collection, directly, then a similar

provision may be made with respect to suits or pro-

ceedings which have a similar indirect effect."

(bb) To make the provisions of section 3224

apphcable to processing taxes as such, in order to

meet contentions which had been advanced in suits

involving the processing tax that the tax was not in

fact a tax, which contentions had received judicial

sanction in an opinion by Judge Barnes in the Dis-

trict Court of Illinois, and Judge Lindley in the Dis-

trict Court of Indiana.

(cc) To emphasize and call to the attention of

the courts the rule established by section 3224 of

the Revised Statutes.

(b) The provisions of section 21(a) are not to be

extended beyond the clear import of the language used,

and in case of doubt, are to be construed most strongly

against the Government and in favor of the taxpayer.

Hecht V. Malley, 265 U. S. 144, 68 L. Ed. 949;

Gould V. Gould, 245 U. S. 151, 153, 62 L. Ed. 211.
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(c) The fact that section 21(a) is a part of a legisla-

tive enactment which provides what was presumably con-

sidered a legal remedy, is a fm'ther reason for holding

that the prohibition of the section does not apply to cases

where the legal remedy turns out to be inadequate.

Section 3224 was originally a part of a statute which

contained a provision affording a legal remedy, and it was

held that the prohibition of the section would not be as-

sumed to be applicable where the legal remedy is ade-

quate.

(d) Under the decisions of the Supreme Court, it

would have required specific language to render the pro-

hibition of section 21(a) applicable in cases where the

legal remedy is inadequate.

In Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co. (284 U. S.

498), 76 L. Ed. 422, the Supreme Court specifically

stated that the general language of section 3224 was not

sufficient to constitute an absolute bar to an injunction

against the collection of tax, saying:

"It would require specific language nndoiibtedly

disclosing that purpose, to warrant the inference

that Congress intended to abrogate that salutary and

well established rule."

In order to comply with the rule of this case, it would

have been necessary for Congress, in enacting section

21(a), to have expressly stated in said section that no

suit should be brought or maintained, etc., "even though

the remedy at law provided in subsection (d) shall

not be full, complete or adequate." Only by such

language could Congress have expressed beyond doubt

its intention to make the prohibition against injunction
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absolute. No such language was used. The section is in

terms as general, so far as the question of the adequacy

of the legal remedy is concerned, as are the terms of

section 3224, Revised Statutes. The statement of the Su-

preme Court in Miller v. Standard Nut Margarine Co.,

therefore, applies to the provisions of section 21(a) the

same as to section 3224.

"The section does not refer specifically to the rule

applicable to cases involving exceptional circum-

stances/'

(e) The fact that section 21(a) does not purport to

take away jurisdiction from the courts, although Con-

gress had the matter specifically brought to its attention

when, the amendments were under consideration, is also

indicative of the absence of any intent to impair equity

jurisdiction.

While the Senate Committee recommended specifically

that jurisdiction be taken away from the courts in suits

to recover prior taxes, no such recommendation was made

zvith regard to suits to enjoin the collection of taxes. The

question of the power of congress to limit or bar the

right of the citizen to test the constitutionality of the act

in court was discussed at length on the floor of the Sen-

ate, where the following comments, among others, were

made

:

"Mr. Borah: I invite the senator's attention to

the language of the amendment, which is that 'no

federal or state court shall have jurisdiction to enter-

tain a suit.'
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"Mr. Logan: Could we deny jurisdiction to a

federal court?

"Mr. Borah: I do not think we should take from

a citizen the right to go into court to test the question

of whether he has suffered by reason of the act either

of the government or of anyone else.

"I am aware of the fiction which obtains that there

must be consent before one can sue the government;

that is a matter I shall discuss in a few minutes. But

where there has been an actual wrong suffered, a

wrong sustained, where property has been taken and

rights have been denied, I do not believe we can

justly or legally deny a citizen the right to go into

court. I do not think in all conscience v/e can deny

him the right to bring a suit. * * *

''The matter of procedure after the suit is brought

may be curtailed or limited within reason, but not

the right of the citizen to sue to test the legality of

the federal government or a state, or a citizen of

the government or a state." {Congressional Record,

July 18, 1935, pp. 11,832-3.)

"Mr. Bailey : Mr. President, I am inclined to take

the view that we do not have the power under the

Constitution to enact such a law as this. We may
pass such a statute, but I do not think it will ever

be law in America." {Congressional Record, July 18,

1935, p. 11,840.)

"Mr. White: The particular language which ap-

pears on page 58 relates to a litigant; it undertakes

to circumscribe or limit his rights, and it relates also

to the jurisdiction of a court of the United States.

More than that, it relates to the jurisdiction of a state

court. Passing over the question of our authority

over the jurisdiction of a state court, I wish to direct
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a question as to our control over the jurisdiction in

all cases of a United States court.

"The Constitution vests the judicial power of the

United States in a Supreme Court, and in such courts

of inferior jurisdiction as the Congress may create.

Then it goes on and provides that this judicial power

shall extend, among other things, to all cases arising

under the Constitution of the United States.

"I wish someone would answer for me the question

whether the testing of the constitutionality of a

statute of the United States is not a question arising

under the Constitution, and whether the authority of

a United States court to pass on that question does

not rest in the Constitution itself rather than upon

a statute of the United States. Assuming that to

be true, I next desire to ask whether we can take

from one of the courts of the United States its juris-

diction to pass on the constitutionality of a statute

of the United States.

"Personally, while I think we may do many things

—we may limit in many ways, perhaps, the right

of action—I have very serious doubt whether we can

say to a United States court, the source of its power
being in the Constitution, 'You shall not have juris-

diction to answer the question whether a statute of

the United States is or is not within the purview of

the Constitution of the United States.' " {Con-
gressional Record, July 18, 1935, pp. 11846-7.)

"Mr. George: * * * In other words, Mr. Presi-

dent, the provision in question is not precisely nor
exactly a denial of consent to be sued, but it is rather
the denial of the jiirisdiction of the court to enter-

tain the suit." * * * [Congressional Record July
19, 1935, p. 11913.)
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In the debates of August 15, 1935, Senator Johnson

said:

"I can only voice the objection that is mine, and

to say that I do not approve, and that I regret exceed-

ingly that we have gone so far as we have in this

conference report in the endeavor to deprive the ordi-

nary American of access to the courts of the land."

There was no provision in the act as passed taking away

jurisdiction from the courts, the committee report pro-

posing such action having been rejected. If Congress

had intended to deprive the courts of jurisdiction in

actions to enjoin the collection of processing taxes, it

would not have rejected the specific language of the Senate

committe report containing this provision.

Fox V. Standard Oil Co., 294 U. S. 87, 79 L. Ed.

Adv. Sh. 339.

(f) Section 21(a) Should Not Be Construed as Taking

Away the Jurisdiction of the Courts, for the Reason

That it Applies, by Its Terms, Not Only to Federal

but to State Courts. The Prohibition Runs to an

Action 'Hn Any Court".

It cannot be assumed that Congress intended to prohibit

injunctive relief in any court, whether state or federal, to

a processor who might otherwise be entirely without

remedy.
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(g) Section 21(a) Must Be Construed in the Same

Manner as Section 3224, and Subject to the Same

Exceptions and Applied Only Where the Legal Rem-

edy Is Adequate, Otherwise the Fifth Amendment Is

Violated.

Any other construction would have the effect of taking

property from the taxpayer without due process of law

and would involve the Act in such serious constitutional

doubt as to compel the rejection of such construction.

Graham & Foster v. Goodcell, 282 U. S. 409, 75

L. Ed. 415;

Brinkerhoff-Faris Trust & Sav. Co. v. Hill, 281 U.

S. 673, 74 L. Ed. 1107.

"But, as this court often has held, 'a statute must

be construed, if fairly possible, so as to avoid not

only the conclusion that it is unconstitutional, but

also grave doubts on that score.'
"

Panama Railroad Co. v. Johnson, 264 U. S. 748,

754, 68 L. Ed. 755.

The taxpayer's right to litigate the question of the

validity of a tax with the Collector of Internal Revenue,

is a property right which is protected by the due process

clause, and against which the principle of the immunity

of the sovereign from suit has no application.

Lipke V. Leiderer, 259 U. S. 557, 559, 562, 66 L.

Ed. 1061, 1064;

Phillips V. Commissioner, 283 U. S. 589, 75 L. Ed.

1289;

Regal Drug Corp. v. Wardell, 260 U. S. 386, 391,

67 L. Ed. 318;

Ettor V. Tacoma, 228 U. S. 148, 57 L. Ed. 773.
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If Section 21(a) is construed as an absolute bar to

injunction suits, regardless of the adequacy of the legal

remedy, clearly it is unconstitutional to the extent that

plaintiff is deprived of a substantial remedy and plaintiff's

property is confiscated in violation of the Fifth Amend-

ment. Accordingly, the decisions of the Supreme Court

which required that Section 3224 be construed not as an

absolute bar, but as applicable only where an adequate

legal remedy is available, likewise require that the pro-

visions of Section 21(a) be construed as constituting

not an absolute bar, but one applicable only when the

legal remedy proves adequate. There is no reason what-

ever for construing Section 21(a) in any other manner

than Section 3224. The court retains the same jurisdic-

tion under Section 21(a) as it has under Section 3224

of Revised Statutes.

As pointed out in Gold Medal Foods, Inc. v. Landy (D.

C. Minn—Three Judges), decided October 22, 1935:

"It is reasonable to believe that Congress in pass-

ing Section 21(a), presumed that every taxpayer was

afforded an adequate and complete remedy at law.

The history of our tax legislation justifies the con-

clusion that section 21(a) is bottomed on that as-

sumption. The taxpayer's right to have the legality

of a tax and his right to refund determined in a

court of law has alvs'ays been recognized as inviolate.

It is repugnant to one's sense of justice and fairness

that a taxpayer should be required to pay a tax,

which he in good faith urges is unconstitutional,
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and then by reason of legislation, be prevented from

obtaining a determination as to its constitutionality.

Under the present Act, Congress denies the taxpayer

any right to recover a refund unless he complies

with the conditions and pronoimcements which are

to be found in Section 21(d) (1). If the plaintiffs

are right in their contention that the Government,

in light of all the circumstances, has demanded proof

of facts that are impossible to prove, in what man-

ner can the taxpayer ever procure a ruling on the

constitutionality of the law? The Federal Declara-

tory Judgment Act is denied him, and the Govern-

ment asserts that he has no remedy in equity. If he

cannot prove damages as demanded by this section,

the constitutionality of the Act in any proceeding at

law will become moot, notwithstanding the fact that

damage and serious loss may have resulted to the

taxpayer by the exaction of the tax. It must be

recognized that, where a taxpayer has been required

to pay an illegal tax, the mere fact that he has been

or will be able to recoup such payment from a third

party, will not preclude him from resorting to equity

to restrain the collection of a tax where there is an

utter absence of any remedy at law. If Congress has

set up provisions that are impossible of performance,

as claimed, then obviously the taxpayer is not only

deprived of an adequate and complete remedy at

law, but he has no remedy at all. The argument

urged by the Government that, by the passage of

Section 21(a), Congress intended to deprive the

United States courts of any jurisdiction to entertain

any suit in equity is not tenable."
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in the case of A. P. W. Paper Company^ Inc. v. Riley,

(D. C. N. Y.—decided October 18, 1935, by Judge

Cooper), the court said:

"That in a tax law Congress may forbid injunc-

tion where it gives adequate remedy at large to re-

cover illegally collected taxes, is well settled.

*'But that the Congress may by unconstitutional

statutes denominated a tax law% take the property

of the citizen without due process of law and then

in the same statute forbid the citizen to seek injunc-

tion in a Court of Equity without giving him an

adequate remedy at law, has yet to be established by

highest authority. There are authorities which at

least inferentially hold to the contrary."

The right to secure declaratory judgments in tax cases

has been withdrawn. It is contended that section 21 (a)

bars access to courts of equity. If this contention is up-

held Congress may, by unconstitutional legislation, under

the guise of a tax law, take the property of the citizen

and retain it by the mere device of prohibiting redress

at law or suit in equity against such legislation. There

would be an end of constitutional government. Legisla-

tion thus nullifying the constitution will not be upheld in

a court of equity.
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IX.

Defendant's Contention That Plaintiff Has Been

Guilty of Laches Is Entirely Without Basis in the

Record. No Facts Are Presented Showing That

Defendant Has Changed Its Position or Has Been

Prejudiced in Any Manner.

Defendant asserted in the prior hearing that the plain-

tiffs herein have been guilty of laches. It is difficult to

understand in what manner such fault can be attached

to the plaintiff's. The plaintiffs have paid their taxes so

long as no grave doubt was shown as to the validity of

the law under which the taxes were levied, assessed and

collected. The defendants here are not in a position to

assert that the plaintiffs had no right to assume that a

law enacted by Congress was a vahd exercise of legisla-

tive power as granted to it by the Constitution. The

plaintiff's were not advised of or given notice in

any manner or charged with any notice of any act

whereby the position of the defendants was in anywise

changed. Defendant has not at any stage of the case

offered any evidence or made any showing whatsoever

as to any facts upon which to base its contentions on this

issue. There was no showing before the court at the

hearing of the motion to vacate the temporary injunction,

and there are no facts in the record whatsoever which

indicate or tend to indicate any change of position on the

part of the Government or any injury sustained by it.

It cannot be successfully maintained that plaintiff's are

obligated to pay taxes unless there is a valid, statutory
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enactment for the assessment levied and the collection of

a tax. If the enactment was invalid it has not acquired

validity through any delay on the part of plaintiffs.

This point was considered in the case of Gehelein, Inc.

V. Milboimie, (D. C. Md.) where the court said:

"It would seem rather that the taxpayer is entitled

to credit for its effort to cooperate with the Govern-

ment in paying the tax so long as it was financially

possible for it to do so."

The question of laches, though not set forth as a

ground by the defendants in the original motion to dis-

miss, was nevertheless urged at the time the motions were

heard upon the respective judges of the District Court

and fully presented before the denial by said judges of

the motion to dismiss herein.
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Conclusion.

Without further extending this brief—to excuse the

length of which we can only suggest the novelty of the

legislation and the complexity and importance of the

questions of law and fact involved in the consideration of

the validity, construction and operation of the statutes

—

we submit that the points herein advanced, considered

together, entitle plaintiffs to have the injunctions con-

tinued in force. The admitted existence of serious doubt

as to the constitutionality of the entire Act as well as to

the validity and construction of the amendments to the

Act and the uncertainty and ambiguity of the refund pro-

visions, together with the showing of impossibility of

making the proof which is required in order to recover a

refund, the certainty of irreparable loss to the plaintiffs if

the temporary injunction is not continued in effect, and

the fact that plaintiffs, if the present appeal is denied,

will be deprived of all opportunity of obtaining a judicial

determination of the important questions involved—con-

sidered with the fact that the Government is not injured

by the injunctions—require that the status quo be pre-

served pending hearing on the merits.

Plaintiff's are entitled to a reversal of the order appealed

from for the additional reason that the order, on its face,

shows that the trial court declined to exercise any discre-

tion in passing upon the motion. The action of the trial

court was not taken in view of any change of circum-

stances, nor was any change of circumstances shown which

indicated or tend to indicate in any way that equitable re-

lief was not appropriate. The order appealed from was

made without any consideration of the circumstances re-
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lied upon as warranting the retention of the injunction,

but solely by reason of what the trial court erroneously

considered to be the mandatory nature of the decision of

this court in Fisher Flouring Mills v. Vicrhus, and with-

out any showing by defendant of any change in circum-

stances, or any showing of fact whatsoever.

It is respectfully submitted that the order appealed from

should be reversed.

Respectfully submitted,
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APPENDIX.

Section 21 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act,

Added by Section 30 of the Act of Congress of

August 24, 1935.

Sec. 21. (a) No suit, action, or proceeding (includ-

ing probate, administration, receivership, and bankruptcy

proceedings) shall be brought or maintained in any court

if such suit, action, or proceeding is for the purpose or

has the effect ( 1 ) of preventing or restraining the assess-

ment or collection of any tax imposed or the amount of

any penalty or interest accrued under this title on or after

the date of the adoption of this amendment, or (2) of

obtaining a declaratory judgment under the Federal

Declaratory Judgments Act in connection with any such

tax or such amount of any such interest or penalty. In

probate, administration, receivership, bankruptcy, or other

similar proceedings, the claim of the United States for any

such tax or such amount of any such interest or penalty,

in the amount assessed by the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, shall be allowed and ordered to be paid, but the

right to claim the refund or credit thereof and to main-

tain such claim pursuant to the applicable provisions of

law, including subsection (d) of this section, may be re-

served in the court's order.

(b) The taxes imposed under this title, as determined,

prescribed, proclaimed and made effective by the proclama-

tions and certificates of the Secretary of Agriculture or

of the President and by the regulations of the Secretary

with the approval of the President prior to the date of

the adoption of this amendment, are hereby legalized and

ratified, and the assessment, levy, collection, and accrual
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of all such taxes (together with penalties and interest

with respect thereto) prior to said date are hereby legal-

ized and ratified and confirmed as fully to all intents and

purposes as if each such tax had been made effective and

the rate thereof fixed specifically by prior Act of Con-

gress. All such taxes which have accrued and remain

unpaid on the date of the adoption of this amendment

shall be assessed and collected pursuant to section 19, and

to the provisions of law made applicable thereby. Noth-

ing in this section shall be construed to import illegality

to any act, determination, proclamation, certificate, or

regulation of the Secretary of Agriculture or of the Presi-

dent done or made prior to the date of the adoption of this

amendment.

(d) (1) No recovery, recoupment, set-off, refund, or

credit shall be made or allowed of, nor shall any counter

claim be allowed for, any amount of any tax, penalty, or

interest which accrued before, on, or after the date of

the adoption of this amendment under this title (includ-

ing any overpayment of such tax), unless, after a claim

has been duly filed, it shall be established, in addition to

all other facts required to be established, to the satisfac-

tion of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and the

Commissioner shall find and declare of record, after due

notice by the Commissioner to such claimant and oppor-

tunity for hearing, that neither the claimant nor any per-

son directly or indirectly under his control or having con-

trol over him, has, directly or indirectly, included such

amount in the price of the article with respect to which

it was imposed or of any article processed from the com-



modity with respect to which it was imposed, or passed

on any part of such amount to the vendee or to any other

person in any manner, or included, any part of such

amount in the cliarge or fee for processing, and that the

price paid by the claimant or such person was not reduced

by any part of such amount. In any judicial proceeding

relating to such claim, a transcript of the hearing before

the Commissioner shall be duly certified and filed as the

record in the case and shall be so considered by the court.

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to any

refund or credit authorized by subsection (a) or (c) of

section 15, section 16, or section 17 of this title, or to any

refund or credit to the processor of any tax paid by him

with respect to the provisions of section 317 of the Tariff

Act of 1930.

(2) In the event that any tax imposed by this title is

finally held invalid by reason of any provision of the

Constitution, or is finally held invalid by reason of the

Secretary of Agriculture's exercise or failure to exercise

any power conferred on him under this title, there shall

be refunded or credited to any person (not a processor

or other person who paid the tax) who would have been

entitled to a refund or credit pursuant to the provisions of

subsections (a) and (b) of section 16, had the tax termi-

nated by proclamation pursuant to the provisions of sec-

tion 13, and in Heu thereof, a sum in an amount equivalent

to the amount to which such person would have been enti-

tled had the Act been valid and had the tax with respect

to the particular commodity terminated immediately prior

to the effective date of such holding of invalidity, subject,

however, to the following condition: Such claimant shall



establish to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, and

the Commissioner shall find and declare of record, after

due notice by the Commissioner to the claimant and op-

portunity for hearing, that the amount of the tax paid

upon the processing of the commodity used in the floor

stocks with respect to which the claim is made was in-

cluded by the processor or other person who paid the tax

in the price of such stocks (or of the material from which

such stocks were made). In any judicial proceeding relat-

ing to such claim, a transcript of the hearing before the

Commissioner shall be duly certified and filed as the record

in the case and shall be so considered by the court. Not-

withstanding any other provision of law : ( 1 ) no suit or

proceeding for the recovery, recoupment, set-off, refund

or credit of any tax imposed by this title, or of any pen-

alty or interest, which is based upon the invalidity of such

tax by reason of any provision of the Constitution or by

reason of the Secretary of Agriculture's exercise or fail-

ure to exercise any power conferred on him under this

title, shall be maintained in any court, unless prior to the

expiration of six months after the date on which such tax

imposed by this title has been finally held invalid a claim

therefore (conforming to such regulations as the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the

Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe) is filed by the •

person entitled thereto; (2) no such suit or proceeding

shall be begun before the expiration of one year from

the date of filing such claim unless the Commissioner

renders a decision thereon within that time, nor after the

expiration of five years from the date of the payment

of such tax, penalty, or sum, unless suit or proceeding is

begun within two years after the disallowance of the part
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of such claim to which such suit or proceeding relates.

The Commissioner shall within 90 days after such dis-

allowance notify the taxpayer thereof by mail.

(3) The District Courts of the United States shall

have jurisdiction of cases to which this subsection ap-

plies, regardless of the amount in controversy, if such

courts would have had jurisdiction of such cases but for

limitations under the Judicial Code, as amended, on juris-

diction of such courts based upon the amount in con-

troversy.

(g) The provisions of section 3226, Revised Statutes,

as amended, are hereby extended to apply to any suit for

the recovery of any amount of any tax, penalty, or inter-

est, which accrued, before, on, or after the date of the

adoption of this amendment under this title (whether an

overpayment or otherwise), and to any suit for the recov-

ery of any amount of tax which results from an error in

the computation of the tax or from duplicate payments

of any tax, or any refund or credit authorized by subsec-

tion (a) or (c) of section 15, section 16, or section 17 of

this title or any refund or credit to the processor of any

tax paid by him with respect to articles exported pursuant

to the provisions of section 317 of the Tariff Act of 1930.




